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Executive Summary 

The central question explored in this report is: How can mixed-use development be used as a tool of 

cross-subsidization, allowing for the creation of office space in Metro Vancouver suburban town centres 

where it would not otherwise be economically viable?  The central hypothesis is that mixed-use 

development, focused primarily on residential uses, allows for office space to be ‘carried’ or subsidized 

on the development pro forma, making development of office space viable where it would not 

otherwise be so.   

Patterns of suburban office development across Metro Vancouver have largely focused on peripheral 

business parks and fringe development, despite planning interest and intent to cluster much of the 

suburban office market in designated town centres.  Business parks have thrived due to their 

combination of zoning flexibility and low cost to build, while town centre space has suffered in part from 

lack of market demand, but also due to an apparent incongruence between the market rents payable by 

the majority of suburban office tenants and the cost of bringing such town centre office space online.  

The central hypothesis being tested is that mixed-use development can make otherwise economically 

unviable town centre office space viable by creating a system of ‘cross-subsidization’, whereby 

economically viable uses such as residential subsidize economically unviable office space within a 

project, creating overall project viability.  

Methods 

The methodology employed in this report is a combination of pro forma financial analysis and semi-

structured interviews.   Pro forma analysis is conducted for a single development site in the community 

of Port Moody, British Columbia.  This is a city that has struggled to attract office space to its town 

centre, and which contains many well-located, underutilized sites that have potential to be redeveloped 
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as mixed-use.  A case study site was selected in the town centre through consideration of a variety of 

criterion: location vis-a-vis transit, value of site improvements vs. land value, and ability to 

accommodate an office floor plate.  Pro forma analyses were conducted at this site as follows:  

o A test of potential development viability under current zoning was conducted to 

examine whether existing site entitlements are sufficient to trigger redevelopment;  

o This was followed by a test of development viability at a likely approved density (FSR) 

and mix of uses, based on OCP policy, recent history of OCP amendments on 

comparable lots near the subject site, and development undertaken nearby;  

o The main thrust of financial testing involved multiple pro formas examining project 

feasibility under a fixed density (FSR), with incremental variations in the mix of uses (i.e. 

more or less office space and more or less residential space).  This series of tests was 

used to find whether project viability decreases as office space increases (as 

hypothesized), but simultaneously allows for office space to be built through the 

creation of a project that is viable overall;  

o Finally, sensitivity analysis was undertaken to examine how the viability picture changes 

as market-dependent variables are altered (e.g. sales prices of homes, office lease rates 

and development costs).  This is used to find whether the relationships between office 

space and other uses in the mixed-use project are likely to change.  

Semi-structured interviews were used to both gather data for the pro forma analysis and to test the 

analytical generalizability of the case study findings to other areas of Port Moody and town centre 

beyond.  Interview topics included: market demand for suburban office space; size of the market for 

town centres vs. business parks; pro forma hurdle rates and return measures for mixed-use 
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Returns Comparison 

Office/Retail Residential

FSR 3.0 3.0

Saleable Residential sq.ft. 0 155,550

Leasable Retail sq.ft. 130,900 0

Leasable Office sq.ft. 24,650 0

Total Project Costs $60,678,290 $53,137,489

Total Project Revenues $46,068,802 $74,786,333

NPV @ 9% -$23,097,143 $7,267,844

Unleveraged IRR 1.2% 16.3%

development and office development; projects costs and ratios.  Interviewees were selected using a 

basic non-probability snowball sampling method, and were conducted with planners, economists and 

developers.   

Findings 

As office space displaces residential space within a fixed FSR development scenario, project viability as 

measured by unleveraged internal rate of return (IRR) decreases.  In the case study analysis of a 3.0 FSR 

development scenario on the subject site, as office space increases from 16% to 41% (with an associated 

decrease in residential space), the overall project cost decreases by 0.8% while project revenues fall by 

10.5%.  The yellow bar in the figure below represented the unleveraged IRR hurdle rate range of 8-10%.  

As office space increases, the project becomes less viable.     
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The decrease in unleveraged IRR with incremental 

replacement of residential space by office paints a 

picture of office being an overall drain on mixed-

use project profitability.  This is further illustrated 

by contrasting a 3.0 FSR development scenario 
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with two use mixes: (1) retail + office mix, and (2) 100% residential.   The office/retail development 

accrues project costs 14% higher than the residential only development, while revenues are 38% lower.  

The unleveraged IRR drops from a very viable 16.3% to an unviable 1.2%. 

Overall, the case study findings indicate that, provided there is sufficient residential space within the 

mixed-use development to make the overall project economically viable, office space can be included in 

the project and offered at rents congruent with what the market can pay.  Residential end-users 

subsidize the office space component.   

Sensitivity analyses indicate that, under most normal market circumstances, the key variables that 

would most affect the financial outcomes are likely to move in parallel – up or down (e.g. residential 

sales prices and office rental rates).  While market shifts will change overall project viability and make 

some mixes that were borderline viable under current conditions possibly less or more viable under 

changed conditions, there would continue to be a mix of residential and office that could achieve the 

dual objectives of economic attractiveness for developers and planning policy attractiveness in terms of 

encouraging suburban town centre office space.  Furthermore, residential sales are a necessary source 

of subsidization for office uses in mixed-use development at the subject site.  

The case study findings are found to be applicable to other sites in Port Moody and town centres of 

other Metro Vancouver municipalities.   

 At Port Moody’s mixed-use Suter Brook Village, the office component is subsidized by 

residential end-users;  

 At Port Moody’s Newport Village,  it was only due to a backlog of demand from users able to pay 

economic rents that the office component was not subsidized by residential end-users; 
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 Mixed-use developments in Coquitlam Town Centre indicate that residential density was 

required to make office components of the development financially feasible.  Leasing office 

space requires lower than economic rents; 

 A similar situation exists in North Vancouver, where residential components of a mixed-use 

project are required to subsidize both office and hotel components. 

Overall, the analysis in this report has shown that through residential-primary mixed-use development, 

areas where market rents for office space cannot create viable office precincts can be made to include 

office space through cross-subsidization from residential product.  If this strategy is used to bring office 

space to town centres at rates comparable to those found in suburban business parks, there may be an 

opportunity to attract small firms from those parks to town centres. 

Policy Recommendations& Future Research 

To attract mixed-use development with office space to strategic town center locations, Port Moody 

planners may wish to explore the following policies:  

 An encouragement of office development as part of mixed-use projects on identified sites in the 

OCP;  

 The inclusion of multi-family residential as a permitted use in the C-3 Zone (as currently), along 

with a higher base-density allowance (to ensure viable projects) and a bonus density system 

with community amenity contributions;  

 The requirement for a fixed amount of office space (defined in FSR) as part of the base density 

of future mixed-use in the C-3 zone or in select areas of the C-3 zone. 
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Metro Vancouver municipalities should consider a number of strategies to incentivize mixed-use 

development with office space in their town centres.  These include: city assisted land assembly; 

permitting stand-alone office components as part of mixed-use, phased developments; and detailed 

exploration of bonus density strategies with mandatory office space FSR as part of base density 

allowances. 

Areas for future research should include: determining the motivations of suburban office park tenants to 

locate as they do, as part of an effort to determine whether some could be attracted to mixed-use town 

centre developments if rental rates were comparable; determining the extent and geographic 

distribution of the emerging market for transit-supportive office space in suburban town centres; and to 

engage with the Port Moody community to determine where additional mixed-use density is most 

acceptable as a precursor to policy development around mandatory office space inclusion and density 

bonusing provision.   
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Metro Vancouver’s suburban municipalities have long sought to attract significant amounts of office 

space to their designated town centres.  Since the 1970s, the planning vision for this expansive region 

encompassing nearly 2,900 square kilometres and 21 municipalities has been for a multi-nucleated 

urban region with each municipality’s designated town centre(s) helping to preserve and promote a 

liveable urban environment.1  Since the vision of suburban town centres was first formally articulated in 

the Greater Vancouver Regional District’s (GVRD’s) Livable Region Plan: 1976-1986, office activity was 

considered of utmost importance in making these town centres viable and self sustaining. 

Today, while Metro Vancouver’s designated town centres are in many cases becoming thriving, higher-

density nexuses of urban life, offering medium and high-density residential and mixed-use development, 

for the most part they have not attracted the office space initially anticipated and hoped for.  Rather 

than taking the form of multiple office ‘nuclei’ connected by rapid transit, much of the suburban office 

space has – with some exceptions such as Burnaby’s Metrotown – taken a form more consistent with 

Garreau’s (1991) conceptualization of the ‘edgeless city,’ a suburban environment of business and 

industrial parks accessible by highways and largely isolated from nearby developments.   

This report explores how one form of encouraged town centre development – mixed-use – can be used 

as a tool to bring more office space into suburban town centres.  One of the reasons office space has 

sought out business parks and foregone town centre locations is because the land use economics have 

made office space development unprofitable in many suburban town centres.  Uses such as residential 

and/or residential with retail podiums, on the other hand, are readily absorbed by the market and can 

meet development profit expectations.  Through an analysis of one case study site in Port Moody, B.C., 

(~29,000 residents in 2010), combined with interviews, this report explores how mixed-use 
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development can be used to ‘cross subsidize’ otherwise uneconomic office space, allowing for creation 

of the latter while achieving sufficiently attractive expected returns for developers.   

The central question explored in this report is: How can mixed-use development be used as a tool of 

cross-subsidization, allowing for the creation of office space in Metro Vancouver suburban town centres 

where it would not otherwise be economically viable?  The central hypothesis is that mixed-use 

development, focused primarily on residential uses, allows for office space to be ‘carried’ or subsidized 

on the development pro forma, making development of office space viable where it would not 

otherwise be so.   

To explore this report’s central research question, the following methods are employed: 

 Pro forma analyses: A series of financial pro forma analyses are undertaken for one case study 

site in Port Moody BC’s ‘Moody’ Town Centre to assess how the inclusion of office space in a 

mixed-use development affects the key financial outcome measures and thus shapes overall 

project feasibility.  Pro forma analyses were conducted as follows:  

o A test of potential development viability under current site zoning is conducted to 

examine whether existing site entitlements are sufficient to trigger a redevelopment;  

o This is followed by a test of development viability at a likely approved density (FSR) and 

mix of uses, based on OCP policy, recent history of OCP amendments on comparable 

lots near the subject site, and development undertaken nearby;  

o The main thrust of financial testing involves multiple pro formas examining project 

feasibility under a fixed density (FSR), with incremental variations in the mix of uses (i.e. 

more or less office space and more or less residential space).  This series of tests is 

conducted to find whether project viability decreases as office space increases (as 
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hypothesized), but simultaneously allows for office space to be built via to the creation 

of a project that is viable overall;  

o Finally, sensitivity analysis is undertaken which examines how the viability picture 

changes as market-dependent variables are altered (e.g. sales prices of homes, office 

lease rates and development costs).    

 Semi-structured interviews:  Semi-structured interviews are used for two purposes.   

o First, semi-structured interviews with developers and other professionals are necessary 

to collect data required for the pro forma analyses;  

o Second, information from the interviews is used to test the transferability of the pro 

forma case study findings to other cities and developments.  This is necessary to 

establish the analytical generalizability of the findings. 

The report is structured as follows: 

Chapter 2 of this report contains a background literature review on office suburbanization and mixed-

use development, exploring theory, practice and Metro Vancouver application.  Chapter 3 provides a 

detailed description of the methodology used, including step-by-step discussion of the pro forma 

development process, data sources and structure.  This is followed in Chapters 4 and 5 by a description 

of the case setting (Port Moody), the case study analysis and discussion of the semi-structured 

interviews.  Section 6 provides report conclusions, policy recommendations and points to areas for 

future research.     
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2.0 CONTEXT AND LITERATURE REVIEW  

Why is the encouragement of suburban town centre office space in Metro Vancouver an important topic 

for analysis?  This section sets the context and justification for the analysis to come, through an 

exploration of the following topics:  

 Patterns of North American office suburbanization:  how recent is this phenomenon, 

and what form has it taken?   

 Office suburbanization in Metro Vancouver and associated planning policy:  why is it 

necessary to explore ways to bring more office space to the suburban town centres? 

 Mixed Use in theory and practice:  What is mixed-use development, why is it pursued by 

planners and developers, and to what extent does the literature explore mixed-use as a 

tool to financially leverage non-economic uses? 

2.1 Metropolitan Restructuring and Office Suburbanization 

2.1.1 Stages of Land Use Suburbanization 

The process of metropolitan suburbanization across most large municipalities in North America occurred 

in three distinct stages, each associated with a single land use category.  Suburban sprawl began as a 

residential phenomenon in the 1940s and 50s, precipitated and sustained by transportation innovations 

(particularly highway and freeway construction), the broad-based desire, particularly amongst young 

families, for single-family detached housing, and a long period of sustained increases in middle-class 

incomes.  Specific factors that encouraged residential suburbanization included government 

expenditures on highways, favourable mortgage policies, and mass-produced suburban housing which 
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allowed for greater affordability.2  Following the movement of large customer bases outward into the 

suburbs, the second stage of suburbanization ensued -- retail followed ‘rooftops’.  The availability of 

inexpensive land and easy automobile access made suburban locations preferable for many large 

retailers, leading to the advent first of regional enclosed malls and strip centres, and subsequently to 

retail pad development and power centres.  This second phase of suburbanization was also 

characterized by the relocation of manufacturing establishments to the suburbs, driven both by 

availability of cheap land and proximity to an increasingly suburbanized workforce. 3 

It was only in the third stage that office space began to spread beyond the urban cores.  During the first 

30+ years of the sprawl in built environment, as housing and retail moved outward, most office 

functions remained centralized in traditional central business districts (CBDs) of metropolitan regions’ 

primary municipal centre.  However, this began to change in the mid-1970s; at first, administrative 

functions of downtown-based businesses began to relocate to suburban environments to take 

advantage of both lower rents and demand for easy auto accessibility by suburban-residing employees.  

By the late 1970s/early 1980s, the pace of office decentralization accelerated.  This phenomenon 

included both large offices leaving metropolitan centres for the suburbs and new offices opening in 

suburban environments, having never located in the metropolitan cores to begin with.4    

Studies of the suburban office landscape began to become prominent in the academic literature at the 

end of the 1970s, with a 1979 publication of an edited collection of papers on office location across the 

United States being one of the more comprehensive accounts of the topic to that point. 5  By the late 

1980s and early 1990s, the academic literature on suburban office location patterns and trends had 

become more abundant, with a series of books published on the topic in a relatively short time period 

(Cervero 1986, 1989; Garreau 1991; Fishman 1987, 1990; Leinberger & Lockwood 1986; Pivo 1990).  
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Since then, a variety of researchers have built on this literature to expand our understanding of urban 

form, urban morphology and the changing roles of office space therein.   

2.1.2 North American Suburban Office Space Morphologies 

Pivo (1990) was one of the first researchers to comprehensively track suburban office sprawl to describe 

the ‘new metropolis’ evolving across suburban landscapes.6  Unlike other office location literature which 

described and assessed office locations in simple, dichotomous terms (e.g. CBD vs. suburban, central vs. 

dispersed), Pivo described the sprawl pattern of office space as “a net of mixed beads.”7  His findings 

indicated that most office space located outside of the CBD was located in “clusters of various sizes or 

randomly scattered across the suburban ring,” the largest and densest located at areas of greatest 

automobile accessibility: freeway junctions.8  This pattern of metropolitan office space distribution 

identified by Pivo is essentially, according to McMillan, one of “suburban office space *having+ surpassed 

the CBD, being found in one or two large suburban downtowns, several smaller medium size 

agglomerations, all surrounded by a sea of office parks.”9  Indeed, unlike dichotomous ‘CBD vs. Suburb’ 

models, or polycentric models comprised of ‘edge citiesi’ or new city centres of retail and office tied 

together by “freeways and...satellite dishes (Garreau, 1991), Pivo’s model better reflected (and reflects) 

the North American reality of office sprawl, or what Lang has called ‘edgeless cities.’10 

The ‘edgeless city’ typology identifies a major subset of non-CBD office space in metropolitan regions.11  

Beyond the secondary downtowns and edge cities, by far the majority of suburban office space in most 

metro regions is contained in edgeless cities extending across tens or hundreds of square kilometres, 

                                                           
i
 Edge Cities are Garreau’s conceptualization of the new suburban city centres.  Edge cities, primarily composed of office and 

retail centres, are products of the third wave of suburbanization.  Edge cities are any place that meets the following criteria: 

have 5 million square feet or more of office space; have 600,000 square feet or more of retail space; have jobs-housing balance; 

are perceived by the population as one place; and were nothing like a city as recently as 30 years ago (Garreau, 1991: 6-7).  The 

Edge City is presented by Garreau as the suburban future, the higher density ‘grown up’ suburban centre that signals the return 

of density and the ‘death of sprawl (ibid. 37). 
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made up of sprawling arterial corridors and business parks, often ringed by freeways and with little to 

define them as ‘urban’ environments aside from use.12  The ‘edgeless city’ typology of office distribution, 

like Pivo’s ‘mixed beads’, postulates that suburbs are not defined by growing centres with notable 

density and cohesiveness (although some exist in edge cities and secondary downtowns) but rather by 

“sprawling office development that does not have the density or cohesiveness of edge cities.”13  Rather 

than mixed-use, pedestrian friendly areas with transit accessibility, Lang finds that most suburban office 

areas have neither physical edges nor sense of place.  Rather, they are “cities in function, in that they 

contain office employment, but not in form, because they are scattered, unlike traditional and even 

some suburban office development.”14  In his survey of major American metropolitan regions, Lang 

found that edgeless cities accounted for 2/3rds of office space outside of traditional downtowns. 

Building on this research, Lang et al. (2009) further refined the ‘edgeless cities’ concept by exploring 

metropolitan office geography in terms of six ‘metropolitan form’ characteristics: (1) downtown; (2) 

secondary downtown; (3) urban envelope; (4) edge city; (5) corridor; (6) edgeless cities.   In their recent 

survey of 13 markets across the United States explored through this lens, it was found that edgeless 

cities accounted for some 60% of office space outside of traditional downtowns.  In contrast, edge cities 

and suburban downtowns accounted for only 24% of space outside of CBDs.  This provides further 

confirmation of both the complex and diffuse nature of suburban office development, and points to the 

importance of business park environments in the suburbanization of office space.  

Yet while the literature points to a reality of office sprawl that largely eludes the morphology of well-

defined suburban nodes (downtowns, edge cities, etc.) efficiently linked together and complementing 

traditional downtown office cores, the objectives and policies of planners and planning movements 

remain the creation and reinforcement of suburban office and retail nodes along with the slowing and 

eventual reversal of sprawling, edgeless office development.   Promoting office density in compact 
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suburban town centres has largely become synonymous with planning best practice.  Influential 

organizations such as the Congress for New Urbanism (CNU), for instance, have promoted and continue 

to promote the concept of the “polycentric city” as a desirable way to make suburbs more livable and 

sustainable; Canadian metropolitan regions including Metro Vancouver subscribe to a polycentric 

regional planning model of office and retail concentrations as a means to promote a livable future based 

on transit supportability and jobs-housing balance.15  And indeed the sprawling, low-density, peripheral 

office park is increasingly derided in planning circles due to its lack of transit supportability, its 

contribution to commutershed extension into semi-rural areas, and its encouragement of more 

residential sprawl and agricultural land encroachment.16 

And yet the suburban office park and sprawling low-density corridor development remain distinct and 

growing features of the North American landscape.  While a great diversity of commercial forms exists 

across the ‘new metropolis,’ Lang et al. (2009) show that today, as in the early part of this century, the 

majority of non-CBD office space continues to locate on the metropolitan periphery.17  By contrast, the 

amount of office space located in true office/retail-defined edge cities and suburban downtowns 

represents less than 5% of non-CBD space across the US.18   

What are some of the reasons for the popularity and apparent market demand for peripheral office 

development, particularly business parks, at the expense of more dense suburban downtowns and 

transit-supportive corridors?  Details will of course differ from region to region, but McMillan (2004) 

offers some guidance on a few general factors that make the suburban business park option so popular.  

One key reason cited for its growth over the last 30 years is simply developer risk aversion.  McMillan 

puts it as follows:  
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Business parks are situated on large vacant sites ready for development, 

enabling a developer to generate a master-planned, phased project, 

enjoying economies of scale. Compared to construction of towers in urban 

centres, ready-made large parcels and slab-on-grade construction with 

surface parking enable faster timelines thereby decreasing risk for the 

developer.19   

Parcel sizes and low required densities of business parks also allow for more flexibility in building design, 

an appealing feature for both developers and end-users.  Additional reasons often cited are: the lower 

land and development costs associated with peripheral Greenfield and low density development; lower 

net effective rents and operating costs following from lower development costs; and abundant surface 

parking, most often free to employees, and easy vehicle accessibility due to proximity to freeways and 

major arterials.20  The latter are often cited as key advantages of business parks, their advertisements 

replete with citations of number of minutes by car to key destinations.21   And yet the flip-side of this 

‘feature’ is the lack of any other mode choices for work trips due to both lack of sufficient density, and 

peripheral location within the metropolitan environment.     

2.1.3 Summary 

In summary, this brief review of literature on the sprawl pattern of office space has brought forward the 

following key points:  

 Office suburbanization has, for the most part, occurred not simply in a ‘polycentric manner’ as 

postulated by Garreau (1991) and others, but rather in a more complex ‘post-polycentric’ 

morphology of secondary downtowns, edge cities, corridors, and edgeless city environments.  

Peripheral business parks are particularly notable as a feature of the suburban office landscape;  
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 The amount of office space locating in true office/retail-defined edge cities, or in other suburban 

or secondary downtowns, is relatively low across North America; 

 Planning best practice calls for a focusing of suburban office development at denser nodes and 

transit-supportive corridors.  This planning structure is associated with major movements such 

as New Urbanism and Smart Growth. 

Much of the detailed literature tracking suburban office trends is US-centric, including the more 

comprehensive surveys undertaken by Pivo (1990), Lang (2003a), and Lang et al. (2009).ii  The small 

amount of literature that does address Canadian trends notes the relative strength of Canadian CBDs as 

office magnets, and the simultaneous push amongst many planning authorities for office 

decentralization (notably in Toronto and Vancouver) as a means of dealing with rising costs in the CBDs, 

and to promote livable, balanced suburban environments.22  Given this goal, promotion of 

decentralization should also promote the development of integrated, polycentric urban forms (i.e. 

suburban downtowns interlinked by transit).    

The following subsection of this report explores in some detail the contemporary office geography of 

Metro Vancouver and assesses it against the region’s land use planning objectives and policies.  What 

will be shown is that there is a clear discord between on-the-ground office space distribution patterns 

and the long-term regional planning goals promoting polycentric, well-connected office decentralization 

in suburban town centres.  This will set the stage for more detailed exploration of this report’s central 

research hypothesis. 

                                                           
ii
 Pivo’s ‘net of mixed beads’ theory of office location was based on longitudinal case studies of five American and one Canadian 

city. 
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2.2 Metro Vancouver: Office Location Trends and Planning Policy 

Metro Vancouver, the quasi-governmental municipal partnership responsible for regional-level planning 

governed by the B.C. Growth Strategies Act, has long promoted regional office space decentralization in 

a polycentric network of centres.iii  The concept of a network of suburban town centres with significant 

office and retail concentrations, connected to each other and the regional core by public transit, first 

became a pillar of Greater Vancouver regional planning with the 1966 Official Regional Plan; this 

document encouraged urban growth “to take the form of a series of compact Regional Towns, each with 

its own businesses and civic centre.”23  Subsequent regional planning documents in 1975, 1996, and 

2011 (pending approval)iv, along with myriad policy documents and initiatives, have continued to build 

upon and better articulate the ‘network of centres’ vision.24   

The Livable Region, 1976-1986 encouraged the development of a “multinucleated metropolitan 

structure” through the establishment of four designated regional town centres: Burnaby-Metrotown, 

New Westminster, Coquitlam Centre, and Whalley-Guildford.”25  The intent of these suburban centres 

was to “bring jobs, shopping and cultural opportunities closer to where people live.” 26 

Decentralization to these centres of some of the office growth that otherwise 

will locate in downtown Vancouver will greatly reduce transportation 

                                                           
iii
 Metro Vancouver, formerly the Greater Vancouver Regional District (GVRD), is one of 27 regional districts in British Columbia.  

Regional districts are a layer of local government, spanning nearly the entire area of the province.  Regional districts are 
composed of municipalities and electoral areas, each of which has representation on the regional board.  They are the planning 
jurisdictions for electoral areas and can adopt zoning bylaws.  They also serve as region-wide planning bodies for regional 
growth strategies, as has been the case in the GVRD.  Metro Vancouver’s member municipalities are required, under the terms 
of the Local Government Act, to submit Regional Context Statements as part of their Official Community Plans (OCPs).  These 
must demonstrate how their OCPs are working to achieve the regional growth strategies.  

iv
 At the time of writing, Metro Vancouver’s Regional Growth Strategy, the document set to replace the Livable Region Strategic 

Plan (LRSP) as the region’s guiding growth strategy, has not been formally approved.  Its adoption requires unanimous approval 
by Metro’s 22 member municipalities and one treaty First  Nation (Tsawwassen).  The current hold-out municipality (Coquitlam) 
has expressed concerns about its political autonomy given the clause stipulating that “regionally significant” land-use 
designation cannot be changed without consultation or approval of Metro Vancouver and its member municipalities.   
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problems.  The aim, therefore, is to create lively and diverse urban places which 

are attractive alternatives to downtown.27 

Office space was deemed to be the principal land use of these centres, with other uses taking a 

secondary role.  This planning intent was based on the notion that office uses would “provide a more 

appropriate functional and physical core for the [town centres] than other uses and would more 

effectively enhance the status of the centres as dominant service nodes.”28  As such, each centre was 

targeted for 1 million square feet of office space, to serve a population of 100,000 to 150,000 (10 to 15 

square feet per capita).  At these levels, planners believed that each centre could become self-sustaining 

without need for special incentives.29 

The Livable Region Strategic Plan (LRSP) (1996) and subsequent related policy documents expanded on 

the multinucleated network of centres vision, designating four additional regional town centres as well 

as thirteen smaller municipal town centres (see Figure 1).30  The vision of balanced and self-sustaining 

centres with significant amounts of office space remained intact.  Today, the draft Regional Growth 

Strategy (RGS) again expands on the town centre concept, retaining all centres previously identified and 

adding three additional municipal town centres (Oakridge in Vancouver, Willoughby in Langley and Lynn 

Valley in North Vancouver) to reflect both on-the-ground population realties and new growth 

concentration opportunities (see Figure 2).31     
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Figure 1: Town Centre Network, Livable Region Strategic Plan 

 
Source: Livable Region Strategic Plan. 

In all the regional planning document iterations, the theme of decentralized office space and job-

housing balance remained a central planning tenet.  Each centre was to be a mixed-activity urban centre 

with a multiple housing types and tenures, services, cultural activities, with office space at significant 

densities to act as growth magnets for future space.  Amorphous distribution of office space to low-

density arterials, highways and business parks was anathema to this vision, obstructive as they are of 

regional goals to Increase Transportation Choice and consequently to Build Complete Communities.32   
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Figure 2: Metro Vancouver City and Town Centres, 2011 

 
Source: Metro Vancouver Draft Regional Growth Strategy, 2011. 

Yet in spite of regional planning intent, the attraction of office space to the network of regional and 

municipal town centres has been challenging.  Since the beginning of large-scale office suburbanization, 

most office developers have avoided the town centres; instead they have gravitated towards office 

parks at the urban fringe, where low-rise and low cost projects with flexible zoning and building design 

have allowed for diverse tenant attraction and retention.33  The flexibility and low-cost of office parks 

has proven particularly important in what is a relatively small-scale office market by North American 

standards and where the average office lease is on average less than 10,000 square feet.34  At the same 

time, municipalities have often placed short term interests such as tax base expansion ahead of regional 

long term benefits and growth management objectives, including office development in town centres 

Port Moody 
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and controlling low density green field development.35  Non-conformance of municipal land use 

decisions to regional growth strategies has too often been ignored, with SmartGrowthBC noting that 

greater political leadership is needed at the municipal level to “communicate to their constituencies 

how municipal interests are inextricably linked to regional sustainability.”36 

Metro Vancouver’s data on office space growth patterns clearly show the preference for, and approval 

of, office park development at the expense of the town centres.  At the end of the 1980s, the proportion 

of office space located in Metro town centres stood at approximately 12%.  This proportion decreased 

between 1990 and 2000, dropping to 10%.  Over the same period, the proportion of office space outside 

of either the metropolitan core or town centres increased from 21% to 30%.  In absolute terms, only 1 

million square feet of office space was added to all town centres over that decade, representing one 

sixteenth of the total office floor area added to the region.  Six million square feet found their way to the 

metro core, while seven million square feet were added to the rest of the region.37  This decade of 

Metro Vancouver office growth followed the edgeless cities phenomenon quite well, leaving the 

multinucleated ideal a plan without significant on-the-ground substance. 

From 2000 to 2006 – the last period for which data is available – a slight trend shift was evident.  In this 

period, Metro Vancouver added 5.6 million square feet to its total office space inventory.  Of this, over 

1.16 million square feet or 21% of total growth occurred in town centres.  In other words, the five years 

from 2001 to 2006 saw town centre office space increase by 226,000 square feet more than was the 

case in the previous ten years.  However, while this is a positive trend from a regional planning 

perspective given the longstanding vision of complete, compact communities anchored by diverse town 

centres, it does not point to the end of peripheral office space expansion.  Over the same five year 

period, 42% of new regional office space (2.5 million square feet) found its way to business parks and 

other peripheral locations, while the metropolitan core grew by 37% (2.1 million square feet).38 
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Table 1: Metro Vancouver Office Development, 1990 to 2006 

Metro Vancouver Office Development Growth (sq.ft.), 1990-2006

1990 2000 2006 16 yr growth % Total 1990 % total 2000 % total 2006

Metro Core 20,536,109 25,843,541 27,936,109 7,400,000 68% 60% 57%

Regional Town Centres 3,536,328 4,473,528 5,636,328 2,100,000 12% 10% 12%

Business Parks 6,336,220 13,086,865 15,436,220 9,100,000 21% 30% 31%

TOTAL 30,408,657 43,403,934 49,008,657 18,600,000

Sources: GVRD 2005,Metro Vancouver, 2009.  

Figure 3: Regional Office Space Growth Distribution, 1990 to 2006 

40%

11%

49%

% of Regional Office Space Growth  1990 to 2006 

Metro Core Town Centres Business Parks/Periphery
 

Is this recent uptick in town centre office development reflective of a suburban office trend away from 

the edgeless city of sprawling business parks and low-density auto-oriented arterial development – 

defining elements of Metro Vancouver’s office suburbanization pattern for over 30 years – and toward 

the higher density polycentric model envisioned and desired by regional planners?   

A recent Avison Young survey of development professionals and realty consultants working in Metro 

Vancouver suburban commercial development indicates a belief amongst many that in the long-term, 

the trend will indeed shift to more high density, transit-oriented office development at the expense of 

peripheral business parks.  While only in the preliminary stages, “many developers believe the trend 

[towards transit-oriented commercial development] will ultimately dictate future site considerations 
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and construction in suburban markets.”39  “Large tenants are more frequently including transit access as 

a condition in their office space request for proposals”, says a vice-president of development strategy at 

Wesgroup Properties John Conicella.   General manager of Blackwood Partners Bill Rempel concurs; for 

large public and private tenants alike, “proximity to rapid transit is [becoming] an important 

consideration” he says.  This is “part of the larger shift to more sustainable business practices.”40   

Yet at the same time, Translink’s vice president of real estate Phil Christie notes that most of the 

evidence of a shift to high-density, transit-oriented office development in the suburbs is only anecdotal.     

He notes that a large number (unspecified) of square feet of office is currently proposed in suburban 

business parks, and that much of the discussion involving development along transit lines revolves 

around residential and mixed-use projects.41  He goes on to question the will of suburban municipalities 

to push developers to include office space in transit-oriented locations rather than business parks.42         

In interviews conducted with Vancouver-based Land Economist Paul Rollo, Vice President of 

Development at Bosa Properties Hermann Nuessler, and Development Manager at Cressey 

Development Group Jason Turcotte, similar sentiments to those of Christie were evident.  Like Christie, 

Rollo believes that there has indeed been a lack of will amongst many suburban city councils to push for 

office development in town centres and/or near transit nodes, content instead to benefit from the 

property taxes and other revenues garnered from suburban office park development.  However, he also 

points to what he believes is a greater barrier to such development: a disjunction between the market 

rents that most suburban tenants can pay and the costs involved in bringing such space to market.  He 

notes that the Metro Vancouver suburban office market is largely comprised of government and quasi-

government tenants (e.g. BC Housing, municipal boards of trade, BC Hydro, BC Lottery Commission, 

Translink), medical and para-medical organizations (e.g. medical clinics, government public health 

organizations), some large private companies, and a large majority of smaller personal and professional 
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service-oriented companies (e.g. lawyers, accountants, dentists, realtors).43  The former three groups 

are showing a trend toward demand for more transit-oriented locations (as also noted by Wesgroup 

Properties’ Conicella) and are able to pay the market rents associated with such space.v  However, the 

latter majority category is unable to pay the market rents that are necessary to make such space 

economically viable.  These tenants instead seek older ‘Class C’ office space near the town centre or 

newer space in peripheral business parks.     

Turcotte and Nuessler both noted the difficulty of getting lease rates required to make suburban town 

centre office space ‘work’ in areas where the office market is weaker, where there is a lack of a single 

large public or private tenant, and increasingly where rapid transit is not accessible.44 While this may 

change in the long term as transit in these areas becomes more robust, at the moment the market lease 

rates that can be garnered from tenants who would seek this space are largely incongruent with the 

rates needed to build office space that is economically viable.      

Metro Vancouver’s regional planners also clearly realize the challenge of bringing office space to the 

suburban town centres.  This understanding is clear from Metro Urban Centre policy 1.2.6-b-iii in the 

draft RGS, which notes the need to “encourage office development through policies and/or other 

financial incentives, such as zoning that reserves capacity for office uses and density bonus provisions.”45  

By calling for explicit zoning for office (or excluding other more profitable uses like residential from 

those sites), this policy’s implementation would have the effect of driving down land values and 

potentially making office space more feasible.  If land can be bought cheaper and construction costs can 

                                                           
v
 Examples include: (1)  Translink’s signing of a 20-year lease for 140,000 square feet of Class A , LEED Certified 

office space near the Sapperton SkyTrain station just east of New Westminster’s downtown core; and (2) the 

Fraser Health Authority signing a 15-year lease for 134,000 square feet of Class A office space in Surrey’s Central 

City development, a mixed-use project of 1.5 million square feet of retail, office and University space. 
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be kept down, there is (it is assumed) a possibility of creating space that is congruent with market rents 

which could in turn compete with the allure of the suburban business parks. 

So this begs the question: if suburban office space in town centres, is desirable and sought by municipal 

and regional planners, and if there is a disconnect between the market rents payable by the majority of 

the small tenants in suburban markets and the economic rents required for such office projects to go 

forward, can municipalities leverage affordable new office space into those desirable locations and away 

from the business parks?  The analysis to follow explores the role that mixed-use development can act 

as such a leveraging tool.  

2.3 Mixed Use Development: Definitions, Theory and Practice 

Mixed-use development is often discussed in relation to the building of complete or sustainable 

communities.  It has become a central component in planning movements such as New Urbanism and 

Smart Growth, and is recognized as desirable given its contribution to more efficient use of 

development sites and the integration of product and end-user in close proximity (e.g. apartments over 

retail).46  It is also considered a key instrument in creating attractive, livable and sustainable urban 

environments.47  Through a brief review of academic and professional literature, this section establishes 

a working definition of mixed-use development, explores the theory around why it is sought by many 

planners for urban centres, and reviews the pros and cons of mixed-use from the perspective of the 

development community.  It also explores the extent to which the literature has discussed mixed-use as 

a tool for financially leveraging the development of less economic land uses.   
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2.3.1 Working Definition 

As a fast-growing trend in planning and development and a frequent topic of conversation and debate in 

planning circles, mixed-use has become an important planning paradigm across North America.  Yet for 

all the attention it is given, and despite becoming a “mantra in contemporary planning *with] its benefits 

taken for granted,” mixed use remains somewhat ambiguous in both theory and practice.48     

Over three decades ago, the U.S.-based Urban Land Institute (ULI) characterized mixed-use as “three or 

more significant revenue-producing uses that are...functionally integrated and developed in 

conformance with a coherent plan.49  A more recent and detailed definition based on surveys of the 

membership of four real estate trade associationsvi is: “a real estate project with planned integration of 

some combination of retail, office, residential, hotel, recreation or other functions [that] is pedestrian-

oriented and contains elements of a live-work-play environment.  It maximizes space usage, has 

amenities and architectural expression, and mitigates traffic and sprawl.”50  Besides function, mixed-use 

also involves creating compatibility and functional integration across uses.51     

The scale and number of uses in a mixed-use project can vary.  Some writers have discussed mixed use 

on the scale of a single building (e.g. residential over office over retail); others have discussed unified 

development on a single site.  Jane Jacobs extensively discussed mixed-use at the scale of the 

neighbourhood.52  Indeed, mixed-use is far from a standardized product, differing not only in scale, but 

in location (urban infill vs. suburban greenfield for example), density, in relation to surrounding 

developments, and in configuration.53  Grant (2002) has gone so far as to include a mix of social and 

private housing and housing types in her definition of mixed-use, thus extending the definition to 

                                                           
vi
 BOMA International, the International Council of Shopping Centres (ICSC), the National Association of Industrial 

and Office Properties (NAIOP), and the National Multi Housing Council (NMHC). 
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include not only multiple ‘use’ types (traditionally defined) but also a mixture of tenures within a single 

traditional land use category.54    

Conceptual models of mixed-use have been put forward by Rowley (1996) and Hoppenbrouwer and 

Louw (2005).  Rowley’s model conceptualized mixed-use in terms of urban texture (grain, density, 

permeability), setting and scale (building, block, street, district), and location (town centre, suburban, 

Greenfield).  He also included a time dimension, arguing that a particular structure may be shared by 

multiple activities throughout each day.55   Hoppenbrouwer and Louw further expanded on this model 

by organizing a mixed-use typology designed to help researchers systematically examine the 

phenomenon.  This typology is organized in terms of land use, dimension, scale and urban texture, and 

includes dimensions described as “shared premises”, “multiple uses in one building”, “multiple uses on 

the ground” and “sequential use.”  The scale can therefore be the building, the block the district or even 

the city.56   

For the purpose of this report, the working definition of mixed-use offered by Rabianski and Clements 

(2007) offers the most concise and practical way to classify the concept.  They categorize the following 

general forms for mixed-use development:   

 A single structure on a single site containing two or more uses integrated into the structure.  

This form will typically have retail at street level, with office over retail and either residential or 

hotel space over the office space; 

 Two or more structures on a single site with each structure designed and built for a different 

use.  Typical combinations of single-use structures making up a mixed-use project include office, 

residential, and hotel.   
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These mixed-use developments can be made up of high-rise or mid-rise structures, and can be infill or 

expansion developments.  Aside from the ‘time’ (sequential use) and ‘tenure’ (private and social 

housing) variables, this definition encapsulates quite well the typology offered by Hoppenbrouwer and 

Louw (2005).  

2.3.2 Support for Mixed Use  

In planning practice one finds documents which adopt the view that mixed-use has a series of planning-

related benefits and identify types of policies that could help promote mixed use development. 57  The 

bases on which some governments support mixed use in policy statements are, illustrative of two 

general reasons for advancing mixed-use: (1) travel reduction/mode shift, and (2) creation of urban 

diversity and vitality.58  The former is part and parcel of the environmental pillar of the sustainability 

agenda; through the inevitable land use intensification associated with most mixed-use development, 

critical mass that facilitates greater transit options and frequency is created, in turn facilitating modal 

shift away from the automobile, particularly for work-related trips.vii  Additionally through mixed use 

development’s inherent land use diversity, a range of requirements can be met in close proximity, thus 

necessitating less travel overall.  Environmental benefits of less travel (especially less automobile travel) 

have knock-on benefits for the social and economic components of sustainability.  People living, working 

and playing in one area create opportunities for social interaction and repeat encounters that create 

social harmony and community spirit.  Local businesses gain loyal customers, and customers gain a 

sense of community.  On the matter of urban diversity and vitality (reason 2 for mixed-use support), 

                                                           
vii

 Sustainability is often conceptualized in terms of a ‘three pillar’ or a ‘triple bottom line’, consisting of 

environmental stewardship, economic growth and social progress.  Sustainability is the point where the three 

pillars intersect, reflecting the interdependent considerations that must be given to ensure sustainability of 

projects, policies, plans or programmes.  The three pillars concept has grown from the work of environmental 

impact assessment, rooted in a belief that by extending its scope to include social and economic considerations, 

environmental assessment can make a valuable contribution towards sustainability (Pop et al. 2004). 
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mixed use offers opportunities for improving the quality and attractiveness of urban areas by increasing 

activity through all hours of the day.  The creation of a 24/7 active environment is an oft-mentioned 

element to gauge success of a mixed-use development.  Through creating such vitality, a number of 

benefits can be realized including better crime prevention through eyes on the street, promotion of 

walking and citizen interaction, general health and vitality of business, and the creation of a sense of 

place.59    

From the perspective of the development community, mixed-use is becoming a popular format in part 

because of an increasing market demand on the residential side for a living environment that offers the 

convenience of live-work-play in close proximity and the other ‘place-based’ benefits identified above.60  

Surveys conducted by Levine and Imman (2004) found that 77% of U.S. developers estimated that “at 

least 10% of households in their markets are interested in alternative developments that incorporate 

higher than usual densities, a mix of land uses, a variety of housing types close together, pedestrian- or 

transit-oriented design...and easy access to major destinations.”61  This is attributed in part to changing 

demographics and psychographics favouring walkable communities, but is likely also a reaction to 

increasing traffic congestion and a desire to spend less time commuting.   

Of course developer interest is based primarily on financial factors, and there has been some indication 

that mixed-use can provide efficiencies in terms of infrastructure, utilities and zoning amendments that 

are attractive to some developers.62  There is a hope of reducing operating costs through shared services 

and facilities, such as parking, management, marketing and maintenance.63  There is also some evidence 

pointing towards mixed-use projects garnering faster residential absorption than single-use projects, 

leading to quicker payoff for developer investment.  “Retail presence tends to increase the absorption 

rate of residential sales and leasing in a project” according to one retail consultant.64  It has also been 
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suggested that multiple uses on site can add value to each other, “providing onsite customers and...24 

hour clientele.”65   

Some developers also believe that mixed-use projects diversify risk across the multiple uses by 

“reducing reliance on a single market sector and reducing the amount of space of a single type that must 

be absorbed by the market.”66   

Yet much of the literature on economic and financial factors associated with mixed-use – mostly reliant 

on developer surveys due to a lack of available data– indicates that there is additional complexity and 

thus higher risk associated with this type of development.67  Surveys indicate that the financial and 

physical complexities of mixed-use development, combined with longer development timelines, lead to 

heightened project uncertainty and thus increased rather than decreased project risk.68  The result is 

that only a limited number of developers will undertake such projects.  Specific complexities include:  

 Lending Issues: many lending institutions will impose higher capital requirements than for 

single-use projects, thus limiting the number of development firms that have the resources 

needed to undertake a project.  This is in part due to difficulty on the part of lenders in 

determining how well land uses may work synergistically, and the need to underwrite each land 

use separately.69 

 Costs: Many features of mixed-use can lead to higher costs.  Initial planning costs are typically 

greater due to the complexity of integrating uses.  Construction costs can be higher if a builder 

needs to comply with different building codes for each use.70   

 End-User Conflicts:  Mixed-use can create a vibrant ‘24/7’ place, but this can create conflict 

between retail clusters and residents.  The former want busy streets and long operating hours; 

the latter want quiet and green space.71   
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 Residential Sales Prices: some survey data indicates that home prices are lower in 

neighbourhoods containing a variety of uses.72 

Despite these sorts of complexities and risks, there is hope that as mixed-use becomes more 

commonplace and both developers and financiers gain more experience with it, many of the difficulties 

on the cost and lending end will be resolved.73  Rabianski et al. (2009) note that there is a significant 

need for more empirical information and research to test “if there is a statistically significant 

combination of factors...associated with financial success of mixed-use developments.”74  Such research 

could go a long way toward easing the concerns of many developers skittish about leaving their 

traditional comfort zones. 

2.3.3 Mixed-Use and Cross-Subsidization 

Of note is the dearth of information in the literature– academic or otherwise – on the potential for 

mixed-use to be a tool for leveraging non-economic but otherwise desired land uses through cross-

subsidization.  Rabianski and Clements (2007) note in passing that in mixed-use developments there is 

often a single “cornerstone use,” defined as “the most viable and profitable use in the project *which+ 

drives the development concept as well as the decisions about the suitability and compatibility of the 

other uses in the project.”75  The idea of a cornerstone use driving the project implies that other uses in 

the mix may be less economical, or perhaps even carried financially by the cornerstone use.  However 

there is no discussion of how this relationship might be used as a planning tool to bring less economic 

uses into play.  The work in this report is intended, in part, to begin to fill this gap. 
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2.4 Summary  

In sum, we find that Metro Vancouver planners are well aware of the challenges to creating financially 

feasible office space in Metro Vancouver’s town centres, and data show limited successes over the last 

30+ years in bringing such space into being.  While we see recent evidence of some shifting toward 

larger public and private firms seeking transit-oriented office space (some of which is located in town 

centres), the majority of the suburban office market in Metro Vancouver continues to seek out space in 

the peripheral business parks.    

The question posed in this report is, can mixed-use development be useful as a tool for municipal 

planners to help leverage desired office space into their town centres?  
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3.0 METHODOLOGY 

To test the report’s central hypothesis, the following methods are used: financial pro forma analyses at a 

single case study site, and semi-structured interviews of developers, planners and land economists.  The 

interviews were used both to obtain data for the pro formas and to explore the transferability of case 

study findings to other cities and developments.  The case study is a hypothetical development (or 

variations of developments) on a site located in the City of Port Moody, B.C., a small, crescent-shaped 

member municipality of Metro Vancouver at the east end of the Burrard Inlet.  The City is bounded by 

Coquitlam to the east and south, Burnaby to the west, and the villages of Belcarra and Anmore to the 

north.  

The series of development pro formas used to test the research hypothesis are Excel-based 

spreadsheets, and were designed based on industry standards and professional experience, refined 

through consultation with developers and land economists.  Interviews with developers were conducted 

with those who had recent (within the past 5 years) experience undertaking mixed-use development 

projects in suburban Vancouver municipal town centres.  Planners were selected based on their 

experience with mixed-use projects in the communities being studied – Port Moody, Coquitlam and 

North Vancouver.  Consultants with experience in land use economics were contacted both to draw on a 

wider range of expertise and to review the proposed financial analysis methods, to gain critical data 

necessary for financial analysis (e.g. hurdle rates and other insights), and to shed light on the wider 

applicability (or lack thereof) of the case study findings.   
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3.1 Description and Rationale 

3.1.1 Selecting the Case Study as an Appropriate Method  

The structure of the research question itself – in terms of “who,” “what,” “where,” “how,” and “why” – 

often provides the first clue regarding whether case study methodology is appropriate.  According to Yin 

(2003), “case study strategy is most likely to be appropriate for ‘how’ and ‘why’ questions.”76  This is 

because such questions tend to be more exploratory and thus lend themselves to case study’s unique 

strength of allowing the researcher to more readily deal with a full variety of evidence including 

documents, interviews, observations, and any other qualitative or quantitative data.77  A case study is 

also seen as appropriate for examining contemporary phenomenon within a real-life context. 

As discussed previously, this report is largely an exploratory piece, examining how a suburban 

municipality in Metro Vancouver (Port Moody) might incentivize greater office development in its town 

centre through mixed use development, given the hypothesis (to be tested) that the latter allows for 

office space to be ‘carried’ or subsidized by other uses on the development pro forma, thus making the 

development of such space viable where it would not otherwise be so.  The research question is quite 

preliminary and exploratory, given an apparent dearth of literature on this topic.  Furthermore, the topic 

does not easily lend itself to other oft-deployed methods like structured interviews or surveys, in no 

small part due to the reticence of the development community to share financial data on current or 

recent projects.  It is often the case that, when detailed financial analysis is being undertaken to judge 

the feasibility of a land use or set of land uses, case studies (either real life or hypothetical) are the most 

appropriate method of study. 
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3.1.2 Using a Single Case Study  

This report relies primarily on financial analysis of a single case study in Port Moody.  During the study’s 

design phase, a key consideration was whether a single case study would be an appropriate and 

justifiable method of analysis.  Indeed, a frequent criticism of single-case study methodology is that its 

reliance on one case renders it incapable of providing a generalizing conclusion, thereby limiting its 

usefulness.78 

Both Yin (2003) and Hamel et. Al. (2003) have argued against this critique, stating that a single case 

study method is a justifiable study approach.  They argue that the relative size of the sample, whether 2, 

10, or 100 cases, does not and cannot transform a multiple case into a macroscopic study, thus making 

sample size irrelevant.79  So long as study parameters are clearly established and applied, even a single 

case should be considered acceptable. Yin (2003) further argues that single-case study methodology 

should be considered in the same way as a single experiment; many of the conditions that justify the 

latter can justify the former.80  One of those conditions is a situation where the case being analysed is 

thought be representative or typical, the circumstances and conditions at play being commonplace or 

typical to a broader area or phenomenon.  The lessons learned from the single-case are assumed to be 

informative of the ‘general’ or the ‘average.’81 

For this analysis, the “circumstances and conditions at play” at the case study site in Port Moody are 

thought to be broadly typical of those found elsewhere in Port Moody and in some other suburban 

municipalities of Metro Vancouver, such as Coquitlam and North Vancouver.  This is based on 

information gathered through semi-structured interviews with developers, planners and land 

economists, combined with observations of the types of developments being undertaken in these 

municipalities.    
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3.2 Research Components  

3.2.1 Literature Review and Policy Review   

Yin (2009) has noted that a “good research project...begins with a thorough literature review and the 

careful and thoughtful posing of research questions or objectives.”82  For this study, the literature review 

(Section 2.0 above) was designed to place Metro Vancouver suburban office development into North 

American context, explore the patterns and planning policy related to office development in Metro 

Vancouver, and explore mixed-use development’s planning justification and developer perspective.  This 

review of both planning literature and professional documents pointed to the importance placed on 

attracting office space to suburban town centres across the region, and the growing importance of 

mixed-use development for the future of those same town centres. 

3.2.2 Case Study City and Site Selection 

The complex and place-specific nature of detailed pro forma analysis made multiple-site analysis an 

undertaking too broad for this report.  Furthermore, financial analysis of ‘real’ developments was 

deemed unfeasible due to the reluctance of developers to part with their financial models or key 

financial inputs.viii  As a result, the analysis for this report is based on a single, hypothetical development 

at a real site deemed ‘ripe’ for redevelopment and appropriate for both office and mixed-use.  At this 

site, detailed pro forma analyses were conducted exploring a series of development options at a variety 

of densities and use mixes.   

                                                           
viii

  Initial project design was to use a single-case study approach on a current development already underway.  

Non-disclosure agreements for financial data were signed with a developer in order to proceed with the study.  

However, the developer in question subsequently reneged on permission to use their data and case study and 

ordered all confidential data destroyed.  This experience speaks to the difficulty in acquiring ‘real life’ financial 

data, and the need to undertake hypothetical analyses using the best data available.   
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Site selection involved two broad steps: first, selection of the Metro Vancouver municipality in which to 

conduct the research; and second, selection of an appropriate site within that municipality’s designated 

town centre(s) that would be appropriate for this type of analysis.   

The first step – municipality selection – was based not on a detailed set of criteria but rather on 

responsiveness of local officials and their willingness to participate in the process of data acquisition and 

iterative analysis.  Municipality selection began with the review of regional planning policies, as 

discussed above.  It was known that regional planning policy in Metro Vancouver called for increases in 

both office and mixed-use development in and around suburban town centres.  It was also known, 

through both literature review and discussions with commercial real estate brokers, that office market 

demand and rents achievable were both lower in municipalities at a greater distance from Vancouver; 

the latter is important because lower rents will clearly affect the financial viability and attractiveness of 

stand-alone office developments in areas where land and construction costs are not as low.  Therefore, 

to appropriately test the research question, the selected municipality had to be one in which office uses 

and mixed-use are desired in the town centre, but have proven a challenge due to financial conditions.  

With these general criteria in mind, emails were sent to planners at four suburban Metro Vancouver 

municipalities: Port Moody, Coquitlam, Port Coquitlam, and Langley.  Speed and quality of 

correspondence dictated the selection of Port Moody as the municipality of choice.  A follow-up 

interview was scheduled with the Manager of Planning, and through this consultation and subsequent 

email correspondence, the following criteria were developed to select a site for analysis:  

 The site had to be located within one of the two areas that define Port Moody’s 

municipal town centre: (1) Inlet Centre, bounded approximately by the City of 

Coquitlam in the south and east, Ioco Road in the west and Falcon Drive/Heritage 
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Mountain Boulevard in the north; or (2) Moody Centre, bounded by Barnet Highway to 

the west, Ioco Road to the east, the Chines to the south and Burrard Inlet to the north.  

As town centres, these areas are identified as the targeted locations within the 

municipality for greater residential density and mix, office, commercial and other 

employment uses, a variety of services, recreational opportunities, public spaces and 

human-scaled streets. 

 The site had to be considered financially ‘ripe’ for redevelopment.  This ripeness is 

judged using data from BC Assessment (provided by the City of Port Moody) on the 

ratio of the value of site improvements (i.e. structures on site) to the total assessed 

value of the site (improvements + land).  It is considered a rule of thumb that when the 

value of improvements constitutes 25% or less of the total property value, the site is 

likely ready for redevelopment.ix 

 The site had to be of sufficient size to accommodate a typical office floor plate of 

approximately 10,000 square feet, making it at least theoretically possible for a single-

use, mid-rise office building to be constructed on site.  

 Sites within a 400 to 800 metre radius of Port Moody’s existing West Coast Express 

commuter train station (and likely future Evergreen Line SkyTrain Station) would be 

considered more desirable for office uses than sites located beyond this radius.  This is 

consistent with Transit Oriented Development (TOD) best practice and a desire in Port 

Moody to implement such best practices around existing and future rapid transit 

                                                           
ix
 This standard is used by Vancouver-based planning firm HBLanarc Consultants in their assessments of lands most likely to turn 

over to new uses or more dense uses.  
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stations.83x  It is also consistent with literature on the future of suburban office 

development, which indicates growing desire for new office space to be close to rapid 

transit nodes.84   

 The site had to be one where the City would likely encourage an innovative mixed-use 

project, either at or exceeding densities stipulated in the zoning bylaw or the Official 

Community Plan (OCP).  This was determined through both a review of the OCP, 

examining which areas are associated with the vision for greatest densification, and 

with the criteria of locating near rapid transit in mind.   

With the criteria above as the guiding framework, three sites emerged for consideration as detailed in 

the following table.  

Table 2: Potential Case Study Sites 

Sites Size Existing Use
Can accommodate 

office floor plate?

Walking Distance to 

West Coast Express 

Improvements/Total 

Assessed Value
Zoning OCP Designation

1. 3010 - 3084 St. Johns 

Street

3 legal lots, approx. 

50,000 square feet.

Strip Commercial: Automotive 

Sales and Services
Yes 250 metres 20% C3

Commercial-Mixed 

Use

2. 2914 - 2934 St. Johns 

Street

2 legal lots, approx. 

58,800 square feet

Personal & Professional 

Services, Appliances, 

Automotive Services

Yes 230 metres 19% C3
Commercial - 

Mixed Use 

3. 3115 Murray Street 

(Murray St. & Klahanie 

Drive)

1 legal lot, 124,000 square 

feet
Industrial Storage Yes 1100 metres 18% CD 31

Commercial - 

Mixed Use 
 

  

                                                           
x
 TOD is urban development that is planned and integrated with a transit station at its core.  In a TOD, housing, shopping and 

employment are concentrated along a network of walkable and bikeable streets within 400 metres of the transit station.  400 

metres represents the prime station hub, a five-minute walk to the station from which 70-80% of a station’s walk-up ridership 

should be generated.  Businesses with a high number of jobs per hectare (e.g. financial, medical, technology, engineering, 

public agencies) are ideally located in the station hub.  High density housing is also appropriate within the station hub (Crandall 

Arambula et. al. 2011).  The area between 400 and 800 metres from the transit station is considered a key ‘area of influence’ 

and should also contain medium-intensity uses including employment. 
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Figure 4: Potential Case Study Sties and Surrounding Area 

 

All three sites identified for likely future redevelopment are located within Moody Centre.  This area has 

largely lagged Inlet Centre in terms of large-scale development and densification in recent years, with 

the exception of the multi-phase mixed-use “Klahanie” project underway today along Murray Street and 

the recently completed infill development along St. Johns Street (Figure 4 above).  Neither of these 

developments contains any significant amount of office space.  The two major multi-phase mixed-use 

developments that have dominated development in Inlet Centre in recent years are Bosa’s Newport 

Village and Onni’s Suter Brook Village, discussed in sections to follow.  

All three sites also meet the criterion of site size able to accommodate the minimum office floorplate, 

and all have sufficiently depreciated on-site improvements.   

1 2 

3 

“Klahanie” Mixed-Use Project 

West Coast Express Station & 

Future Evergreen Line Station 

Infill Mixed-Use (Retail + Residential) 
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On the matter of zoning and designation the CD 31 zone (site 3) was, upon preliminary analysis, more 

appropriate for this case study than the two properties with C3 zoning, given the former’s permit for 

mixed-use development (residential, retail and other commercial including office) up to a density of 1.8 

FSR.85  However while the C3 zone does not technically permit significant use mixing, development over 

3 storeys, or density greater than 1.5 FSR,xi the more recently adopted OCP stipulates that four storey 

(and in some cases 5 storey) buildings with a mix of uses should be considered and encouraged in the C3 

zone on the north side of St. Johns Street, subject to approval based on factors of view lines, design 

quality, improvement of the pedestrian environment, and appropriateness of form and character.86  This 

is part of the City’s long-term efforts to discourage low-density single-storey strip commercial uses along 

St. Johns street, and to develop the area into a transit-oriented corridor. It was therefore considered 

equally likely that the city would approve a mixed-use project on any of the C3 zoned-sites along St. 

Johns Street as it would at the CD 31 site to the north, and would be likely to approve a development at 

the former at higher density than the latter. Indeed it is likely that any developer wishing to pursue a 

mixed-use project at site 3 would seek a rezoning to a new Comprehensive Development zone anyway 

to bring forth their own vision for the property, as was the case with a similar “CD to CD” rezoning in 

2010 at 2718-2732 St Johns Street.87   

With all sites meeting the above mentioned criteria, the tie breaking criteria was relative walking 

distance to transit. In the final analysis, Site 2 was selected for case study analysis given its relative 

distance to the commuter train station and it meeting all other relevant criteria.  

                                                           
xi
 Based on calculations of max building heights and side/rear yard setbacks. 
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3.2.3 Pro Forma Analysis  

The primary analytical tool deployed in this study is pro forma financial analysis.  A pro forma is a 

financial document that organizes and presents variables (density of development, type of 

development, revenues, costs, financing) in a format that allows decision makers to determine if the 

project meets required return on investment criteria (hurdle rates) and is worthy of pursuit.   

Pro formas are typically populated with a variety of data and assumptions that together form a core set 

of numbers for the analysis.  These figures are arrived at through a due diligence process that includes 

conversations with industry professionals (planners, developers, analysts) alongside research exploring 

everything from the general state of the economy and local real estate market, socio-economic trends, 

dwelling unit demand and sales price trends, office and retail demand and price trends, absorption rates 

and construction costs, to commercial capitalization rates, financing terms and reasonable contingency 

fee allowances.  Some of these figures will be quite stable or at least predictable over time (e.g. 

development cost charge rates, rezoning fees and development permit charges) while others will have 

greater propensity to fluctuate in more unpredictable ways (e.g. residential unit prices or construction 

costs from year to year).  One of the best ways to at least partially acknowledge and account for this 

market variability when undertaking pro forma analysis is to conduct sensitivity analysis on the pro 

forma variables that are most likely to be unstable.88  This involves creating parallel versions of the core 

pro forma model and making logical alterations to a defined set of variables while keeping other 

variables (e.g. project density) constant. The variables chosen for sensitivity analysis should be those 

that are most likely to exhibit variability over time and which will have the greatest impact on pro forma 

outcomes.   
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3.2.4 Semi-Structured Interviews  

While the St. Johns Street case study is assessed using pro forma analysis, this study also examines the 

applicability of those conclusions to other parts of Port Moody and beyond.  To do this, financial pro 

forma analysis is both supplemented and buttressed by semi-structured interviews and email 

correspondence with a variety of professionals.  Semi-structured interviews differ from structured, 

formalized interviews in that rather than following a limited set of questions deployed consistently 

across all interviewees, the semi-structured format is flexible allowing for questions to be structured 

spontaneously or for new or follow-up questions to be brought up during the interview depending on 

interviewee responses.  Specific topics that need to be explored are set out in advance of the interviews 

in a general interview guide, which is used as reference during the interview process.  Questions are 

tailored to specific contexts and situations, and sometimes evolve during or between interviews.  Given 

the exploratory nature of the overarching research question, this interview method was considered 

ideal.89 

Semi-structured interviews were used in this research as a means of achieving two goals: (1) to collect 

key data required for the pro forma analysis which could only be obtained from industry professionals, 

and (2) to test the broader applicability of the results of the single-site pro forma analysis to other areas 

of Port Moody’s town centres and beyond.  With these goals in mind, the key topics or themes that 

were set out prior to undertaking interviews were: 

 Market demand for suburban office development in Metro Vancouver, with specific emphasis 

on market rents and absorption periods; 

 Market size and demand for office space in or near Town Centers vs. business parks; 

 Ability for suburban office space in town centres to financially sustain itself; 
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 Pro forma hurdle rates and return measures for mixed-use development and office 

development; 

 Project costs and ratios. 

Selecting appropriate interviewees was accomplished using a basic non-probability snowball sampling 

method.  Using the Port Moody planning department as a starting point, the Manager of Planning was 

asked to recommend individuals in other municipalities and in the development community who could 

be asked to give information or opinion on the topic.  These people were subsequently contacted and 

interviewed, and they in turn were asked to recommend additional persons to speak with.  This method 

was used in the end to speak with 3 municipal planners, one independent planner, 3 developers, and 

two land economists.   

3.3 Quality of Research Method 

A series of logical tests can be used to judge the quality of the research design, essentially testing 

whether the method employed meets a threshold of academic quality.   Four tests are commonly used 

to establish the quality of any empirical social research, including case studies: construct validity, 

internal validity, external validity, and reliability.   

Construct Validity is the test of whether the operational measures employed in the case study are 

correct for the concepts being studied.  Establishing construct validity can be particularly problematic in 

case study research, as typically subjective judgements are employed in deciding what data to collect 

and how to collect it.90  Yin (2003) has outlined three tactics that can be used to increase construct 

validity when doing case studies: the use of multiple sources of evidence; the establishment of a chain of 

evidence; and a review of the case study findings by key informants.  All tactics have been employed in 

this study. 
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Internal Validity is the test of whether the key changes observed in the study can reasonably be 

attributed to the variables stipulated in the study and not alternative explanations.   This test of validity 

is relevant in causal or explanatory case studies where one is trying to determine whether event x led or 

leads to event y.91  Internal validity is not concerned with case study generalizability; rather, it is simply a 

test of whether the evidence collected for a particular case study caused the relevant outcome to 

occur.92  In this study, the causal relationship being explored is how mixed-use development can create 

the financial conditions necessary to make office space development feasible at 2914-2934 St. Johns 

Street in Port Moody, B.C.  In order to properly explore this causal relationship, part of the financial 

analysis undertaken holds density (measured as Floor Space Ratio or FSR) and its associated variables 

constant while adjusting the use mix within that fixed building envelope (residential, office).  By doing 

this, confounding variables that could explain office feasibility or lack thereof are isolated and a clearer 

picture of causality associated with development mix can be inferred.   

External Validity, unlike internal validity, is related to generalizing the study’s findings beyond the 

immediate case study.  Critics of case study research, and particularly single case study research, have 

often stated that single cases offer a poor basis for generalizing and therefore do not pass the test of 

external validity.93  However Yin (2003) argues that such critics are indirectly implying that the findings 

of a case study must be generalized to a larger population universe to be valid, as would be the case in 

survey research.94  The difference lies in the type of generalization one is dealing with.  In survey 

research, one is ideally relying on statistical generalization where a relationship can be established 

between samples and universes.  Case study research makes no claims to this type of generalization; 

rather, case studies, like experiments, rely on analytical generalization whereby the set of results is 

generalized to a broader theory.95  
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In this study, the broader theory being tested is that mixed-use development can serve as a tool to make 

office space development in town centres financially feasible for developers.  Given a lack of literature 

documenting comparable tests of this theory, establishment of external validity for the single case study 

relies on semi-structured interviews with developers and other professionals and reviews of 

professional consulting reports.  The interviews allow for discussion of the case study findings and 

comparison of those findings with the results of real-world projects recently completed or in the 

planning/development stages.  By using this method, the generalization of findings back to the broader 

theory is accomplished and direction for further study of the topic is established.  

Reliability is the test of whether or not a future investigator could follow the procedures used in this 

study and arrive at the same findings and conclusions.  The goal, as described by Yin (2003), is “to 

minimize the errors and biases in the study.”96  This study seeks to meet the criteria of reliability by 

providing an appendix with the detailed pro formas and relevant equations used in this study, as well as 

a detailed discussion of pro forma analysis, setup and testing (see below).    

3.4 Pro Forma Analysis 

3.4.1 Introduction  

As discussed previously, the primary thrust of this study involves detailed pro forma analyses of 

development scenarios at the St. Johns Street case site to assess how more or less office space impacts 

the key financial outcome measures and thus project feasibility.  This section outlines the details of pro 

forma analysis including pro forma design, data sources and programming.  The goal of this section is to 

create a road map for pro forma design and analysis, allowing for minimization of study error and 

maximized ease of study replication.       
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In general terms, financial feasibility of development projects are measured using pro forma analysis 

relying on a number of different analytical tools and outcome measures.  The appropriateness of any 

given tool or measure is dependent on the type of pro forma financial analysis being undertaken, and 

decisions around pro forma type are driven by in large part by questions of development complexity.  

For instance, in cases where a development is multi-period or phased, a dynamic pro forma using 

Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) analysis is more likely to be used, generating outcome measures such as 

Internal Rate of Return (IRR) and Net Present Value (NPV).  In other cases, a static pro forma (non cash 

flow) might be sufficient with associated outcome measures like Profit on Cost (PoC) and Profit on 

Equity (PoE).  Pro forma analyses can be conducted on either a before or after tax basis.  By and large, 

the development industry standard pro forma analysis is conducted on a before tax basis given that 

income tax issues related to real estate vary greatly by investor.97  All analyses undertaken in this report 

are before tax.  

3.4.2 Pro forma types 

When developers are examining new projects, they have a series of investment criteria associated with 

different types of pro forma analyses that can be deployed and assessed to decide if a project is feasible.  

As discussed above, there are in general two broad types of pro forma analyses: static analysis (non cash 

flow) and dynamic analysis (cash flow).  The former is often applied when assessing shorter-term ‘build-

and-sell’ situations (for instance, a residential subdivision, a single phase condominium project or an 

income producing project such as an office building), while the latter is more typically deployed for 

assessment of long-term build-and-hold income producing property or build-and-sell projects that occur 

in multiple phases.   
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The static analysis examines project viability without taking into account the timing of revenue streams 

or the ‘discounted’ value of money in the future.  All revenues and costs are treated as if they occur at a 

static moment in time, and costs of on-going factors such as interest are converted into non-cash flow 

terms (e.g. interest = a borrowed amount X interest rate X time).  Measures of project viability, profit on 

cost and profit on equity investment, are based on the analysis of costs, revenues and financing as if 

they occurred today.98    

The dynamic or cash flow pro forma typically uses discounted cash flow (DCF) analysis as the standard 

analytical framework for examining the viability of an income producing development such as an office 

building, shopping centre, multi-tenant rental industrial development, or for examining the viability of 

multi-period and possibly multi-use real estate investments.  This type of analysis is most often used by 

larger or more sophisticated development companies, institutional developer and investors along with 

federal, provincial and municipal governments.  The DCF approach, has some advantages over the static 

approaches as it can add greater flexibility and precision to development analysis.  Most importantly, 

discounted cash flow analyses incorporate “time” into the analysis by applying present value techniques 

to determine a projects net present value (present value of revenue less present value of costs = net 

present value or profit) or internal rate of return (IRR = the average compound rate of return earned by 

the project on cost of equity over its investment horizon). 

DCF Pro forma analysis (refer to Appendix A for a discussion of DCF methodology) is the most 

appropriate method to analyse the viability of mixed-use projects such as that being investigated in this 

case study.  Static analyses are inappropriate as by not taking into account the time value of money, 

they are prone to over-estimate the viability of projects and can lead developers to overpay for land.  

DCF is also a standard by which investors and developers comparing investment in real estate, stocks, 
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bonds and other investment can use a common tool to compare the merits of investing in one asset 

class versus another.  DCF analyses enable an investor or developer to determine and compare ‘yields’ 

or internal rates of return (IRR) while net present value (NPV) allows one to determine the present value 

of profit (NPV = NPV revenue less NPV cost). 

3.4.3 Identifying Hurdle Rates 

The dynamic pro forma tools and their associated outcome measures are useful for real estate feasibility 

analysis only insofar as one has a basis to measure outcomes against.  For instance, when analysing the 

results of a DCF analysis for St. Johns Street case study, a key question that must be answered is what 

threshold or ‘hurdle’ IRR must the proposed development reach to be considered feasible?   

Hurdle rates are far from universal; they will vary depending on project type, location, developer and 

risk.  For riskier projects such as a multi-phase mixed-use development in an unproven market, the 

hurdle rate will be significantly higher than for project considered safer like a small single-family 

subdivision.  Typically a hurdle rate is expressed as the riskless rate of return plus a risk premium 

associated with a given project.   
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Hurdle Rates for St. Johns Street Case Study

Return Types Rates Notes Sources

DCF Returns 

Unleveraged IRR 8%-10%

Typically set at 1 to 2% above the 

accepted market capitalization 

rates for the region.

Colliers International. "Cap Rate 

Report", Q1 2011; 

PriceWaterhouseCoopers. "Investor 

Sentiment Improves, But Challenges 

Persist in 2020: Korpacz Real Estate 

Investors Survey." Q1 2010.

Leveraged IRR 12%-15%

Depends in part on the ability of 

the developer to secure 

favourable terms and leverage 

other assets.  

G.P. Rollo & Associates Ltd. 

Static Returns 

% Profit on Cost 15%-20%

Some developers will seek 20% 

to 25%, but generally 15% is 

considered a lower limit for 

feasibility.

G.P. Rollo & Associates Ltd., Land 

Economists; Bosa Properties; Cressey 

Properties.

% Profit on Equity 25%-30% Bosa Properties; Cressey Properties.

 

Establishing appropriate hurdle rates for a mixed-use project on St. Johns Street in Port Moody was a 

task that required conversations with developers and land economics professionals, and should be 

considered a rough guideline of project acceptability.  As was stated repeatedly by all who were 

interviewed, hurdle rates are set on a project-by-project and developer-by-developer basis, and rarely 

will two sites or two companies have the same rates.  That said, there was, in the end, some agreement 

on general rule-of-thumb hurdle rates that could be applied in Metro Vancouver.  These hurdle rates are 

presented in Table 3 above.      

Table 3: Hurdle Rates for St. Johns Street Case Study Site 
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3.4.4 Design of Pro Forma 

This section provides a detailed, step-by-step outline of pro forma development.  Images of the Excel 

templates used can be found in Appendices B, C and D. 

Pro formas used for this analysis were developed in Excel and were designed to produce the DCF 

outcome measures discussed above.  To do this, the pro formas were designed using a cash flow, 

cost/revenue approach.   

The pro forma consists of three Excel worksheets: a controls sheet, a detailed pro forma consisting of 9 

major sub-sections, and a summary sheet allowing for comparison of outcome measures from multiple 

pro forma scenarios.  The Excel workbook contains only one controls sheet and one summary sheet, 

however these are linked to multiple detailed pro formas each reflecting a different development 

scenario being examined.     

Determining Pro forma Control Variables  

The first step in pro forma development involves research and setup of the master pro forma controls 

tab containing a variety of key data used throughout the pro forma analysis.  Having all of this data 

located on a single sheet allows for easier cell referencing when the pro formas are being developed, 

especially as the analysis grows to involve multiple scenarios and thus multiple pro formas.  All of the 

variables used in this analysis which appear on the control sheet, and their associated sources, are listed 

in Table 4 on the following pages.  By way of summary, the data contained in the controls tab is as 

follows:  
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 Development construction costs, specific to structure type(s) and municipality; 

 City specific development cost charges (DCC’s)xii; 

 Regional district DCC’s associated with sewage and water; 

  City property tax rates;  

 Fees for rezoning and, if applicable, OCP amendments; 

 Development permit fees; 

 Building permit fees; 

 Sales price data for types of residential units being studied; 

 Average new residential unit sizes in the municipality; 

 Rental rates for street-front retail in the area of study;  

 Rental rates for office space in the area of study; 

 City parking requirements (residential, retail and office); 

 Commercial capitalization rates; 

 Takeout financing terms; 

 Other fees (as percent of construction costs) that may apply to development, such as 

off-site and on-site engineering fees, landscaping reviews, and environmental 

assessments. 

                                                           
xii

 DCC’s are collected by municipalities and regional districts from developers to offset the portion of sewer, water, 

drainage, parks and road costs that result from a new development.  Developers pay DCC’s instead of existing 

taxpayers, who are not creating the added demand and are not benefiting from the new infrastructure.  DCC’s are 

applied as one-time charges against residential, commercial, industrial and institutional developments.  They are 

collected at the time of subdivision approval or at the time of issuing a building permit.    
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Table 4: Pro Forma Control Variables for Case Study  

Pro Forma Control Variables for 2914-2934 St. Johns Street, Port Moody B.C.

Measures Description Variable Used Sources

Site Area 
Measurement of the gross 

land area of the site(s) being 

analysed

61,500 sq.ft. Measured via Google Earth

Floor Space Ratio (FSR)

The ratio of total floor area 

of buildings to the land area.  

Varies by scenario 

Zoning Bylaw; OCP; comparable 

developments; City of Port 

Moody Planning Department.

Building Efficiency Ratio Relationship between gross 

building area and the net 

usable building area.  

85%
G.P. Rollo & Associates, Land 

Economists Ltd. 

Residential Unit Sizes
Sizes of all  potential 

residential unit types that 

could be constructed on-site

850 sq.ft. (low rise, 

high rise); 1,100 sq.ft. 

(townhouse)

MPC Intelligence  "The Trac," Port 

Moody submarket reports for 

developments now selling, 

coming soon and in development 

application stage.

Parking Stall ratios

Single Family Residential 1 per unit 

Townhouse 2.2 per unit 

Apartment 1.7 per unit 

Retail 1 per 398 sq.ft. GBA

Office 1 per 1,000 sq.ft. GBA

Ratio of parking stalls 

required per X sq. Ft retail, 

office or residential space.

City of Port Moody Zoning  Bylaw, 

March 2011

Construction Costs ($/sq.ft.)

High Rise $220

3-4 storey residential over retail $175

6 storey residential over retail $185

4 storey stacked townhouses $165

3-4 storey retail + Office $175

Butterfield Development 

Consultants Ltd. BC Development 

Cost Index.

Typical cost for 'medium-

high quality' of each use in 

Port Moody.

Single Family $4,131.90 per unit

Townhouse $4,084.71 per unit

Low Rise (max 50 upa) $4,037.52 per unit

Mid rise (max 80 upa) $3,990.00 per unit

High Rise (> 80upa) $3,943.14 per unit

Commercial $1.0908 per sf GBA

City of Port Moody Development 

Cost Charges Bylaw No. 2142

Monies levied by the City on 

land developers to offset that 

portion of the costs related 

to these services that are 

incurred as a result of the 

new development.

Port Moody Development Cost Charges
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Metro Sewage DCCs

Townhouse $1,515 per unit

Apartment $1,082 per unit

Commercial $0.811 per sf GBA

Rezoning/Re-designation Fees & Development Permit Fees

OCP Amendment (if needed)
$1,356.00

Basic Rezoning Fee (plus below) $4,030.00

Multiple Family $72 per unit

Commercial 
$0.07061 per sq.ft. 

Gross site area

Industrial
$0.07061 per sq.ft. 

Gross site area

Basic Development Permit Fee 

(plus below) $3,268.00

Multiple Family $76 per unit

Mixed Use 
$0.07061 per sq.ft. 

Gross site area

Commercial 
$0.07061 per sq.ft. 

Gross site area

Building Permit Base Fee $3,520.25

Building Permit Fees after first 

$500,000 in construction

$5.51 per $1,000 

construction cost

As above, only levied by the 

regional district (Metro 

Vancouver)

Metro Vancouver Development 

Cost Charge Bylaw No. 254, 2010

Fees levied by the 

municipality as part of the 

rezoning and 

development process

City of Port Moody Fees Bylaw, 

Amendment Bylaw No. 35, 2010, 

No. 2857.

Pricing Variables 

High Rise Residential $525/sq.ft.

Low Rise Residential/Mixed Use $450/sq.ft.

Townhouse $380/sq.ft.

6 storey+ residential $475/sq.ft.

Office Lease Rates $20-22/sq.ft.

Retail Lease Rates $30/sq.ft.

 MPC Intelligence  "The Trac," 

Port Moody submarket reports 

for developments now selling. 
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Take-Out Financing 

Debt Service Coverage Ratio (DSCR)

Amount that annual cash 

flow must be greater than 

annual mortgage 

payments to support a 

mortgage.  Allows lenders 

to account for risk 

associated with a loan.

1.3

Stated Annual Interest Rate (i) 6%

Amortization Period (n) 25 years

Mortgage Constant (MC)
Cost of financing as % of 

total loan amount
7.82% MC = i/[1-(1/(1+i)^n)]

Cap Rate

Commercial Capitalization Rate

The factor translating 

property income stream 

into estimated property 

value.

6.50%
Colliers International Cap Rate 

Report, Q1 2011.

. Urban Design - Economic 

Fundamentals: The Tools of Real 

Estate Analysis . 2009. 

 

Also on the input sheet are basic data for the site under analysis including site area and ratios between 

net leasable and usable area (referred to as the building efficiency ratio).   

 The majority of the variables presented in the table above are either taken from applicable municipal or 

regional bylaws, are based on market research, or are derived based on estimates from development 

cost consultants.  The exception to this is on matters related to takeout financing.  

Takeout financing is the loan that typically takes effect on a development project once that project is 

constructed and sufficient income has been received to support a mortgage.  It is termed ‘takeout’ 

financing because it is used to “take out” or replace the construction financing previously in place.  The 

key variables used to calculate the amount of takeout financing that can be supported by a given 
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development are the debt service coverage ratio, the annual interest rate, the amortization period and 

the mortgage constant.   

The debt service coverage ratio (DSCR) is set by lending agencies and calculated as the property’s net 

operating income (NOI) divided by the mortgage payment (interest + principle).  It represents the 

amount over and above the mortgage payments that the lender expects the property to generate in 

cash flow; higher DSCR’s are assigned to riskier projects.  For this analysis, a DSCR of 1.3 has been used 

based on the mortgage market analyses undertaken by Simon Fraser University (SFU).99  The interest 

rate and amortization period – set at 6% and 25 years respectively for this analysis – are also used based 

on standards set by SFU. 

The final piece of the takeout mortgage puzzle is the mortgage constant (MC).  The mortgage constant 

reflects the annual cost of financing as a percent of total loan amount, and is used in the estimation of 

the property loan payment instalment that will be required over a period of time.  It is typically 

calculated as MC = i/[1-(1/(1+i)^n)], where i is the loan interest rate and n is the amortization period of 

the loan.   

Layout and Further Data Collection for Pro forma  

All of the variables in the controls tab are researched and documented in order to directly reference 

them when designing and populating the pro forma sheet.  As mentioned previously, this analysis uses 

multiple pro forma sheets associated with multiple development scenarios being tested.  Each sheet 

contains the following subsections:  

 Buildable area by use; 

 Construction Schedule – outlining the theoretical timing of development phases; 
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 Sales/leasing Schedule, Pricing and Revenue – calculates the revenues received from any 

saleable parts of the project (residential units) based on a market-defined pace of unit 

absorption and market pricing, escalating over time; 

 Project Costs – outlines the detailed costs of servicing, construction and development.  Places 

those costs in time based on the anticipating project phasing; 

 Cash Flow – calculates income, expenses and financing payments to determine annual project 

cash flow; 

 Project Viability outcome measures – calculates the outcome measures of project viability (NPV 

and IRR) and compares them to appropriate hurdle rates previously set. 

The gross buildable area is determined based on allowable (or likely allowable) site density and total site 

size.  When examining what could be constructed under current zoning for instance, it is calculated that 

current height and setback limits will allow for total density of 1.5 FSR which translates to approximately 

92,000 square feet of gross buildable area.  When examining what could be developed on the site based 

on OCP designation and recent OCP and zoning amendment precedents nearby, total site density could 

climb to 3.0 FSR or 183,000 square feet of gross buildable area.  

The construction and sales schedules are based on research for pace of unit absorption in the market.    

This information is sourced primarily from submarket reports released by MPC Intelligence, a leading 

tracker of the Metro Vancouver housing market, and supplemented by information garnered during 

interviews with economists at G.P. Rollo & Associates Ltd.100  Market rents for office space and retail 

space in Port Moody are sourced from Cushman & Wakefield.101   

Populating the long list of project cost assumptions, including a variety of soft costs as percent of project 

hard costs, was done through both review of planning firms’ past project pro formas and through 
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discussions during interviews.  Details of project costs and specific variables are found in the Appendices 

as part of the pro forma pages.    

3.5 Limitations of Research Methods  

One of the main potentials for bias in this report comes from the method used to select the municipality 

for case study analysis.  As discussed above, Port Moody was selected for analysis due to responsiveness 

of local officials and willingness to participate in the analysis.  Had another municipality’s planning 

department proven equally cooperative, perhaps that municipality would have been chosen for analysis.  

However, all of the methods employed in this study could be replicated for other case study sites in any 

other municipality, and the conclusions are not thought to be unduly affected by the method of 

municipality selection.   

The snowball method used to select interviewees has the clear limitation of not providing any indication 

of the factual distribution of the opinions of the target population (i.e. are the opinions of the 

developers spoken to consistent with the population of Metro Vancouver developers?).  This is a clear 

method limitation.  However this method was considered sufficient for this report as the purpose of the 

interviews was to point to the possibility of generalizability, rather than to conclude that generalization 

is in fact the case.     

A final limitation has to do with construct validity.  As the study relies primarily on financial analysis 

using pro formas, construct validity could be called into question around some of the more subjective 

variables used such as annual cost escalators, soft cost estimates as percentages of total costs, and 

certain discount rates.  One may also question the appropriateness of a discounted cash flow analysis 

and its associated return measures (NPV and IRR) versus static pro forma analysis.  That said, this report 
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uses multiple reliable data sources to ensure the greatest possible data accuracy, and the inputs, pro 

forma design and ultimate results have been reviewed and discussed with key informants.   
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4.0 THE CASE SETTING – DESCRIPTION AND RATIONALE  

4.1 Background: Office and Mixed-Use Development in Port Moody 

Across Metro Vancouver’s sprawling suburbs, planners continue to seek greater mixed-use 

development, more density, and increased office development in the designated regional and municipal 

town centres.  As discussed in Section 2.0, office space development in the suburban town centres has 

met with relatively limited success over the past 30 years, largely failing to compete with the 

inexpensive land, low development costs, and development flexibility of the suburban business park.  

While the trend has been slightly more favourable toward the town centres recently, suburban office 

space is still heavily weighted toward the business park.     

At the same time as business park office space has thrived, so too has mixed-use development in many 

town centres.  Such developments have been brought to fruition through a combination of favourable 

economic conditions – a booming condominium market and significant opportunities to fill gaps in retail 

services provided to suburban communities (e.g. Metrotown in Burnaby) – and municipal policies calling 

for developers to build mixed-use.  And, as previously discussed, there is increasingly market demand 

from both residential and retail tenants to be located within mixed-use environments. 

In Port Moody, one of Metro Vancouver’s smallest municipalities, trends have largely mirrored those of 

the wider region.  The municipality has been at the forefront of mixed-use planning and neighbourhood 

intensification (both in policy intent and on-the-ground development) over the last 15 years, with 

planners, politicians and the community increasingly embracing significant growth and high-profile 

intensification in the two town centres: Inlet Centre and Moody Centre.102  This progressive planning 

and strong political leadership has not gone unnoticed; Port Moody captured first place in the 

international “Planning for the Future” award in 2004 and is often cited as a model for other town 
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centres across the region.103  However much like its brethren suburbs, the story of Port Moody’s town 

centre development has been one of strong results on mixed-use development (made up of mostly 

residential and retail space) and middling success in attracting office development.      

Significant mixed-use success is attributable to the presence of large underutilized lots in the town 

centre, a desire amongst planners and politicians to put Port Moody on the regional map, and a vision to 

create transit-oriented development density in anticipation of future SkyTrain expansion.  Large scale 

mixed-use development began in Port Moody with the approval of the multi-phase Newport Village 

development (started in the mid-1990s and completed in 2007).  Built on 5.5 hectares in the heart of 

Inlet Centre, it is a pedestrian-friendly neighbourhood with over 100,000 square feet of retail 

commercial, 900 dwelling units and an office building.  The heart of the neighbourhood is a village 

centre with market square surrounded by low-rise buildings with ground level retail and residential 

above.  Five high-rise towers are located at the edges of the site, set well back from the pedestrian 

environment so as not to overwhelm.  The density is 3.9 net FSR, or 164 gross units per hectare.  

Figure 5: Looking Northeast along Newport Drive, Newport Village 

   Source: SFUCity.wordpress.com 
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In 2006, Newport Village was joined in Inlet Centre by the first phase of Onni Development’s Suter Brook 

Village.  Nearly complete at the time of writing, this development features 1,250 dwelling units, 200,000 

square feet of retail space, and 45,000 square feet of office space.  It is a transit-oriented development 

built in anticipation of coming rapid transit.xiii   And finally, there is the Klahanie mixed-use development 

located in the borderlands between Moody and Inlet centres.  This development is the most residential 

of the mixed-use projects, made up primarily of low-rise condominiums and townhomes.  It has 

approximately 20,000 square feet of retail and amenity space and is developed at 2.5 gross FSR.   

Figure 6: Intersection of Suter Brook Way & Capilano Road, Suter Brook Village 

 
Source: Liveatsuterbrook.com 

                                                           
xiii

 The planned Evergreen Line SkyTrain extension will run by the southeast corner of the site.  
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Figure 7: Mixed-Use Developments in Port Moody 

 

With regards to bringing office space to the town centres, success has been limited in terms of total 

floor space.  But the office development that has gone forward has largely been part of mixed-use 

projects.  A total of 144,000 square feet of office space has been constructed in the town centres over 

the last fifteen years, located in three buildings: (1) Newport Professional Building (Newport Village), (2) 

Suter Brook Office Building (Suter Brook Village), and (3) Moody Centre Office Building.104  The Newport 

office space today houses primarily medical, financial and government services; the latter two buildings 

struggle with vacancies, with the Suterbrook building today only 60% occupied despite completion in 

2009.     

Klahanie 
Suter 

Brook 

Newport 

Village 

Case Study Site 

 

MOODY CENTRE INLET CENTRE 
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Table 5: Recent Port Moody Office Developments 

Recent Port Moody Office Developments 

Name Size (sq.ft.) Developer Location Town Centre

Newport Professional Building 60,000 Bosa 205 Newport Dr. Inlet 

Suterbrook Office Building 45,000 Onni 130 Brew St. Inlet 

Moody Centre Office Building 39,000 Cameo Construction 2502 St Johns St. Moody

 

This brief background on development trends in mixed-use and office in Port Moody provides an 

interesting segue into the analysis that follows in the next section, for two reasons.  First, it points to the 

relative dearth of office construction in Moody and Inlet Centres, in stark contrast to regional planning 

intent to make office space the core use within town centres.  But second and perhaps more critically 

for the future of office space in the town centre, is the fact that nearly 75% of the office space 

constructed in Moody and Inlet Centres in the last 15 years has occurred as part of larger multi-phase 

mixed-use developments.  Keeping in mind the central hypothesis of this paper – that mixed-use 

development can make for financially viable town centre office space – this observed association 

between town centre office space and mixed-use development is intriguing, and provides a further 

rationale for focusing the “case”, and the analysis to follow, on the municipality of Port Moody.   

In the detailed case study analysis that follows, both Newport Village and Suter Brook Village office 

components will be revisited, examined from the perspective of whether the projects’ mix of uses was a 

key to their financial viability.   
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5.0 ANALYSIS  

In this section I report on detailed pro forma analyses of 2914-2934 St Johns Street, Port Moody (‘the 

site’).  These analyses are used to explore in detail the association between office space and mixed-use 

development.  This is followed by a discussion of the information gathered through semi-structured 

interviews with developers, planners and other professionals. 

5.1  Case Study Financial Testing 

5.1.1 Site Information and Context 

Today the site is a somewhat unattractive but fully occupied strip commercial centre along a 

traditionally suburban auto-oriented arterial bisecting and traversing Moody Centre.  Site 

improvements, undertaken in the 1970s, have long since been amortized, and redevelopment of the site 

awaits the efforts of motivated developers.  The site measures approximately 58,000 square feet, it is 

zoned Community Commercial (C-3) and falls within an area designated “Community-Mixed Use” in the 

OCP.  It is located in the heart of Moody Centre.   

The City of Port Moody’s planning policies and recent history of OCP amendment indicate support for a 

transition to denser and more pedestrian-oriented development along St. Johns Street in general and at 

sites zoned C-3 on the north side of St. Johns Street in particular.  The OCP notess consideration of four 

storey mixed-use development in the C3 zone along the north side of St. Johns Street, provided it is not 

high rise.  It is also stipulated that single-storey commercial development is to be discouraged and the 

commercial strip image of the street is to be reduced.105   
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Figure 8: Port Moody OCP Land Use Map – Moody Centre 

 

 

Recent development approvals along St. Johns Street’s north side also reflect planning staff and city 

council flexibility with respect to OCP height and density guidelines.  Most notable was the October 

2010 approval of OCP Amendment at 2718-2732 St Johns Streetxiv, located on the north side of the 

street two blocks east of the study site.  Under the existing OCP policies which designate the site as 

Commercial-Mixed Use, the site could be constructed to a height of five storeys with a 3.0 FSR.106  The 

application for amendment sought not to increase overall site density as defined by FSR – indeed the 

development proposal had a density of 2.98, below the 3.0 limit envisioned in the OCP – but rather to 

                                                           
xiv

 This site was initially zoned C-3.  This was amended to Comprehensive Development CD-39, and then amended 

again to CD-54 in October 2010 to facilitate development of mixed-use project with 106 residential units and 

21,732 square feet of commercial area at a density of 2.98 FSR. 

Subject Site 
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allow for additional residential units within the envelope permitted by that FSR (increase from 95 to 106 

units per acre).  Amendment approval was granted by council and construction of a mixed-use 

commercial/residential development began shortly thereafter (construction is now underway and 

undergoing presale/pre-leasing at time of writing).  The significance of this approval is that, by showing 

willingness to adhere to an FSR-based density designation and show flexibility on the internal 

apportioning of that space – with number of units set based on developer assessment of market 

demand – it clearly shows that both staff and council are willing to work in partnership with the 

development community to reduce barriers and bring densification, vibrancy and mixed-use to the town 

centre.  And, for the purposes of this analysis, it points both to a reasonable density limit that can be 

tested at the case study site, and shows that use variability – including number of residential units – 

within an FSR-defined envelope is likely to be entertained by the City.  The goals of the city are to bring 

reasonable density, mixed-use and associated vibrancy to St. Johns Street, something that the City 

understands can best be achieved through solutions negotiated with the development community.  

5.1.2 Financial Testing Outline  

Based on the site information and context set above, financial testing of the case study site proceeded 

according to the following steps.  The tests are set up to explore the extent to which introducing mixed-

use to the site (with varying mixes and densities), might induce desired office development.   

1. Current site zoning is financially assessed to determine if redevelopment of the site could 

proceed without rezoning. 

2. Based on OCP policy and recent history of OCP amendments on comparable lots nearby (as 

discussed), a hypothetical building envelope (i.e. FSR) for the site is set.  Within this FSR, use 

mixes are varied to test development financial performance.    
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3. A sensitivity analysis is conducted in which a variety of market-dependent variables are altered, 

while holding the FSR constant, to determine how much variation in these variables would be 

needed for the ‘big picture’ conclusions to vary.     

5.2  Pro Forma Analyses 

5.2.1 Current Zoning Scenario  

The C-3 zoning on the site permits a maximum building density of 1.5 FSR (based on calculations using 

height and setback limitations).  Given overall site size, this translates to a gross buildable area of 92,000 

square feet and approximately 78,200 square feet of net usable floor area.  Base zoning permits 

commercial uses (office, service and retail).   

Assuming that a developer wanted to maximize site density, the most realistic uses would be 

retail/service commercial on the ground floor and two floors of office space above.  There is precedent 

for such a development, at 2502 St Johns Street (Moody Centre).  The question is, would this 

development be feasible given current project costs and achievable market rents?  

According to the pro forma analysis for this scenario (see column A in Table 1 below) a development 

featuring 92,000 square feet gross buildable with two floors of office above one floor of retail would fall 

well short of the typical range of financial hurdle rates (8-10%).   

Changing the mix to be more heavily weighted to office space (Column B, Table 1) makes the financial 

outcomes worse.  Given the construction costs (hard and soft costs) combined with current market 

office lease rates, it is highly unlikely that a developer would pursue a stand-alone office building at 1.5 

FSR given significant negative returns measured in unleveraged IRR, and a large gap between nominal 

revenues and costs.  Detailed pro formas for Scenario 1 can be found in Appendices B and C. 
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Table 6: Scenario 1, Variations A and B 

Scenario 1 - Current Zoning 

A B

% Office 75% 100%

% Retail 25% 0%

FSR 1.5 1.5

Project Revenues $28,743,091 $24,783,385

Project Costs $33,810,823 $33,551,178

Unleveraged IRR 2.32% -3.87%

NPV @ 9% -$12,269,268 -$17,359,928

 

This brief assessment of development under current zoning points to two realities.  First, the upper 

density limit under current zoning will not allow for financially feasible redevelopment of the property 

given incongruence between costs of development and achievable lease rates, even at 100% occupancy. 

Second, an examination of the return measures makes clear that, even within this scenario, office space 

is effectively subsidized by the retail uses within the mix.  This subsidization of office space can be 

further illustrated by testing a third ‘current zoning’ scenario (Scenario 1-C), one in which the 

development consists of a double-tall retail podium and a single storey of office above (all within a 1.5 

FSR building envelope).  With this mix, the project would still not be financially feasible – at 

approximately 5.6% unleveraged IRR – but would nonetheless display significantly better returns than 

either of scenarios 1A or 1B in the table above.  This series of tests begins to hint at the role that mixed-

use development might be able to play in bringing more office space to St. Johns Street.  The results 

point to a divergence between market and economic rents for office space, making office a use in need 

of financial subsidy through other uses if it is to be brought online.  As a stand-alone use, office space 

appears to be a clear non-starter.   

But, as demonstrated in the Scenario 1 table (Table 6 above), even with significant retail added to the 

mix the project still falls well short of financial viability under current density limits.  The next phase of 
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analysis therefore examines the financial underpinnings of a development at a density deemed desirable 

by Port Moody planners and Council.  How might increased density affect returns? 

5.2.2 Rezoning Guided by OCP Designation and Recent Precedent Scenarios 

Any serious developer pursuing a new project on the site would seek rezoning and possibly an OCP 

amendment.  As discussed above, current OCP policies would permit a 4-storey structure on the site 

with up to 112 residential units (80 units per acre).  Based on site size and reasonable setback 

requirements, this would translate into a development with an FSR of approximately 2.24.  It is assumed 

that, based on recent precedent, a developer could apply, and receive approval, for an OCP and Zoning 

Bylaw amendment to facilitate development on the site at up to 3.0 FSR, with market-guided residential 

unit sizes rather than a fixed unit-per-acre limit.xv  Subsequent scenario pro formas proceed on the 

assumption that a developer would pursue this latter route, developing at up to 3.0 FSR.   

What mix of uses might a developer pursue on this site given a 3.0 FSR density allowance and current 

market realities?  A logical starting point is to use the mix of uses at 2718-2732 St. Johns Street as a 

guideline for a ‘baseline’ development scenario at the subject site (referred to below as Scenario 2A).  

The fact that 2718-2732 St. Johns Street has been developed and brought to market means that the mix 

of uses was deemed reasonable for the market, and that this mix could bring required financial returns 

for the developer.  The development features a use breakdown of 84% residential and 16% ground floor 

retail space.  The former is split between townhouse and apartment condominiums, while the latter has 

frontage along St. Johns Street.  Assuming that this development was replicated at the case study site, 

gross buildable area would be 154,000 square feet of residential and 29,000 square feet of retail.  This 

                                                           
xv

 Using unit sizes and mixes at 2718-2732 as a guide, a 3.0 FSR development on the subject site could contain up 

to 144 dwelling units mixed between townhouses, one bedroom and two bedroom condos. 
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Scenario 2A: 84% Resiential & 16% Retail

Residential Units 144

Net Leasable Retail (sq.ft.) 24,650

Total Project Cost $55,097,985

Total Project Revenue $67,443,381

NPV @ 9% $3,560,278

Unleveraged IRR 11.64%

would result in 144 residential units (109 condominium apartments and 35 townhouses) and 24,650 net 

leasable square feet of commercial retail units (CRUs).  

The results of pro forma analysis for this scenario are presented in Table 7 below, with the detailed pro 

forma appearing in Appendix D.  The analysis assumes absorption of residential and retail units over a 

three year period.   

Table 7: Scenario 2A 

The project achieves an unleveraged IRR of 

11.64%, surpassing the 8-10% hurdle rate 

range.  This result was to be expected given 

that it is essentially a (slightly larger) clone of 

the development currently being absorbed at 

2718-2732 St. Johns Street.   

Having set this scenario as a baseline for what could be built (both in terms of mix and density), the 

element of office space can be added to explore how its inclusion might affect project viability.  To test 

this, four additional pro forma scenarios – Scenarios 2B through 2E in the following table – were 

developed and assessed. The four pro formas were programmed to have office space displacing 

residential space by incremental amounts, while the retail podium remained fixed at 16% of leasable 

floor area.  Office space increased from 0% in Scenario 2A (above) to 41% (~64,000 sq.ft.) in Scenario 2E, 

while residential space decreased from 84% in 2A to 43% in 2E.  Results of the analyses are presented in 

Table 8 below. 
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Table 8: Scenarios 2A through 2E 

Scenario 2: Varying Mixes within 3.0 FSR 

2A 2B 2C 2D 2E

FSR 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0

Useable Area (sq.ft.) 155,550 155,550 155,550 155,550 155,550

Retail 16% 16% 16% 16% 16%

Office 0% 16% 25% 33% 41%

Residential 84% 68% 60% 51% 43%

Project Cost $55,097,985 $54,902,940 $54,725,321 $54,582,363 $54,769,247

Project Revenue $67,443,381 $69,305,532 $66,950,188 $64,757,774 $62,785,455

Undiscounted Profit $12,345,396 $14,402,593 $12,224,868 $10,175,412 $8,016,208

NPV on Cash Flow @ 9% $3,560,278 $2,999,018 $341,900 -$2,162,773 -$2,162,773

Unleveraged IRR 11.64% 11.01% 9.21% 7.77% 6.49%

 

As office space displaces residential space, overall project costs remain relatively unchanged.  There is 

less than 0.8% cost variation across the five scenarios.  The minor cost variations that do exist are 

attributable to small adjustments in use-specific costs, such as Metro and City development cost charges 

for residential versus commercial space, and varied parking requirements.  Revenues, on the other hand, 

vary by nearly 10.5% across the scenarios.  In Scenario 2B for instance, where the ratio of office to 

residential space is 16% to 68%, nominal project revenues are over $69 million.  As office space is 

incrementally added to the mix in Scenarios 2C, 2D and 2E, nominal revenues decrease, reaching a low 

of $62.8 million in the final scenario.  The result of the decline in net revenues as office space increases 

represents an incremental decline in project financial viability, as measured in unleveraged IRR.  This 

decreases from 11.01% in the 16% office space scenario to 6.49% in the 41% office scenario.  This 

decline is illustrated in Figure 9, where the yellow bar represents the unleveraged IRR hurdle range of 8-

10%. 
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Returns Comparison 

Office/Retail Residential

FSR 3.0 3.0

Saleable Residential sq.ft. 0 155,550

Leasable Retail sq.ft. 130,900 0

Leasable Office sq.ft. 24,650 0

Total Project Costs $60,678,290 $53,137,489

Total Project Revenues $46,068,802 $74,786,333

NPV @ 9% -$23,097,143 $7,267,844

Unleveraged IRR 1.2% 16.3%

Figure 9: Declining Project Viability with Increasing Office Space 
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The decrease in unleveraged IRR with the incremental replacement of residential space by office space 

paints a picture of office uses being an overall drain on mixed-use project profitability.  To illustrate this 

in another way, Table 9 shows the financial performance of a 3.0 FSR development at the subject site 

under two contrasting scenarios: one as a retail and office mixed-use project, and the other as a 100% 

residential project.  This is Scenario 3. 

The 14% difference in nominal project cost 

between these two scenarios - $60.7 

million vs. $53.1 million – is attributable to 

two factors.  First, the developer-borne 

interest costs are lower for a residential 

condominium project than for an 

office/retail project, as the former would 

be built and sold within 4-5 years and the balance of the mortgage paid, while the latter would be held 

for a longer period as a cash-flow asset with mortgage interest accruing until final project reversion.  

Table 9: Scenario 3 
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Second, there are a series of tenant improvement costs paid for by the developer when constructing 

office and retail space -- no equivalent cost exists for residential space.  In the scenarios tested here, the 

combined costs of retail and office tenant improvements would be nearly $5.7 million.   

At the same time as the office/retail development accrues much higher costs than the residential-only 

development, the project revenue stream is 38% lower in nominal dollars.  Revenue potential through 

inflow of office and retail rents falls significantly short, both in timing and amount, of the revenues 

obtained through sale of multi-family residential units.  Under the residential-only scenario, it is likely 

that the developer could sell the entire project within 4 years and garner nearly $75 million in gross 

revenue.  On the other hand, building and holding an office and retail building, collecting market rents 

and selling the project in 2025 at a 6.5% capitalization rate would result in nominal revenues of just over 

$46 million.   

The end results in terms of project NPV and unleveraged IRR are, as shown above, markedly skewed in 

favour of the residential project.  While the office/retail project would not be worth a second look for a 

developer, the residential project would be a very attractive investment and worth pursuing.  The 

financial shortcomings of the office/retail scenario are primarily a result of there simply being no market 

for this sort of space at economically viable rents.  On the other hand, residential prices average $460 

per square foot, significantly above the average construction cost of $180 per square foot.   

The financial attractiveness of the residential project juxtaposed against the unattractiveness of the 

‘office primary’ development reinforces the argument for mixed-use as a tool for leveraging office space 

onto the site, given that office space is to be encouraged under the OCP and regional planning policy.  

The analyses of Scenarios 2 and 3 above clearly show that, provided there is sufficient residential density 

within the development to make the overall project economically viable, office space can be included in 
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the project and offered at rents congruent with what the market is able to pay.  As Scenario 3 

demonstrates, these rents fall short of being able to support office space as a stand-alone use, but when 

included in a mixed-use project providing the means for cross-subsidy in a still financially viable overall 

project, the financial underperformance of office is sustainable.  Residential end-users subsidize the 

office space.  At 3.0 FSR on the subject site, by using mixed-use as a form of office subsidization, a 

financially viable project could be constructed with up to, and perhaps over, 33% office space (>51,000 

square feet).  

5.3 Sensitivity Analyses 

The above analysis has shown that, given sufficient subsidization through ‘residential primary’ mixed-

use, a project that includes significant office space can be economically viable at the subject site.  Of 

course this conclusion is critically dependent on a number of assumptions that have been built into the 

pro forma analyses.  The purpose of this section is to test the robustness of the findings above, by 

varying the values of some of the key variables.  The process of identifying the variables that are most 

likely to vary over time was undertaken in consultation with a local land economist as part of a semi-

structured interview.  Through these conversations, it was determined that the variables of sufficient 

import to affect the results, and most likely to change, were: residential sales prices, office rental rates, 

and construction costs.  Land prices were also discussed; however given that this variable accounts for 

only 10% to 12% of overall development costs at the subject site (see pro forma in Appendix D for an 

example), changes in the value of this variable within a likely range of variability were deemed not to 

have an impact on the economic viability of the project.107   

One of the key conclusions emerging from the analysis presented in section 5.2 is the importance of 

revenue from residential sales as a source of subsidization for the non-economic rents possible from the 
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office space at the case study site.  Given that residential sales appear to be the key to ‘carrying’ office 

space, this sensitivity analysis first and foremost explores the impact of residential sales price variation 

in the coming years.  

A growing body of evidence points to significant current residential overvaluation across Metro 

Vancouver, associated with which is an increasing likelihood of price corrections.  Predictions about 

near-future residential sales prices are based on analyses of real estate fundamentals such as price-to-

rent and price-to-income ratios.  With respect to both of these variables, Metro Vancouver shows signs 

of significant overvaluation, as discussed below. 

The price-to-rent ratio is often considered the housing market version of the price-to-earnings ratio used 

in business valuation; “[j]ust as the price per share should equal the discounted present value of future 

dividends, so the price of a house should reflect the future benefits of ownership, either as rental 

income for an investor or the rent saved by an owner-occupier.”108  In Metro Vancouver, significant 

divergence between house prices and the rent indexxvi began in 2003 and has largely continued 

uninterrupted through to Q1 2011.  Over that 8 year period, the rent index climbed approximately 25% 

while house prices region-wide rose by 130%.  The result of this growing divergence has been the 

emergence of a residential market where capitalization rates for investment real estate are 

extraordinarily low, and where monthly costs associated with ownership (mortgage service, condo fees, 

property taxes) often far exceed those of renting similar product in similar neighbourhoods.  This 

divergence between rents and prices is a speculative phenomenon, reinforced by availability of low-cost 

credit and mass psychology of both greed and fear.  It cannot be explained by supply constraints – new 

supply has more than kept up with demand over the last decade – or an influx of significant out-of-

                                                           
xvi

 The rent index is the rented accommodation component of the Consumer Price Index.   
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country investment.109  The ratio is indicative of a speculative bubble, with a high likelihood of correction 

in the coming years.110      

The ratio of house prices to personal disposable income (PDI) in Metro Vancouver reached its highest 

ever level in 2011.  As a general rule of thumb, in larger Canadian cities a long-term norm for the 

price/income ratio is 10-15.  In Metro Vancouver, this ratio climbed from a low of eight times PDI in 

1987 (and about 13 in 2003) to a high of 25 at present.  It is expected that over time, as credit availability 

tightens and debt becomes more expensive, the ratios will begin to fall.  Given the slow growth in 

incomes in Metro Vancouver relative to house price growth, a reversion to long-term norms would 

require a marked drop in housing prices.111   

Other factors also point to an inevitable house price decline in Metro Vancouver.  The combination of 

historically high home ownership rates (at 70% across the country today)112, high household debt-to-

income ratios (160% in BC)113, the inevitability of rising mortgage rates, and the possibility that CMHC 

will tighten lending criteria (higher equity requirements, shortened amortization periods and 

reinstatement of maximum insurable amounts), all point to house price decreases.  Financial advisor and 

Professor Ben Rabidoux puts it as follows:  

House prices [in Metro Vancouver] cannot be sustained at current levels without stable supply of 

new buyers with ample credit able and willing to buy.  With ownership rules already stretched and 

with prices at such high levels relative to incomes, it overwhelmingly argues that the deluge of first 

time buyers who have taken the plunge in recent years, armed with ample mortgage debt courtesy 

of CMHC’s accommodative policies, will not be around in sufficient numbers and have access to 

sufficient credit to keep it going.114 
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But how much might prices decline?  TD Economics believes that housing overvaluation in Metro 

Vancouver will lead to a 15% drop in prices peak-to-trough during 2012.115  The Canadian Centre for 

Policy Alternatives (CCPA) has predicted possible price drops of between 20%-31% peak to trough.116  

Rabidoux, pointing to the “exceptional divergence of house prices from fundamentals” in Metro 

Vancouver, predicts a chance for a major correction of 30-50% over the next five years through a 

combination of falling prices and rising fundamentals.117  For the purpose of this analysis, pro forma 

testing was conducted based on the assumption of a 20% decrease in residential sales prices across 

Metro Vancouver (including Port Moody) by end of 2012. 

No major economic event occurs in isolation.  A 20% decrease in housing prices would likely be 

associated with macro-economic conditions that see economic growth stagnation or possibly recession, 

in part due to the fact that a large percentage of Canadian GDP is derived from housing related 

industries (~27% in 2011, an all time high).118  Also to be considered is the ‘wealth effect’ of consumer 

spending associated with changes in housing prices.  Rising home equity often buoys consumer 

confidence, in turn leading to spending in other areas of the economy.119  Falling housing prices have the 

reverse effect, with reverberations from lost paper equity in the housing market felt across many other 

sectors.  The overall economic drag that would result from decreasing housing prices in Metro 

Vancouver would certainly be felt across most other sectors, affecting everything from retail sales to 

construction costs.     

If residential prices and construction costs both decrease, what might happen to market rents for office 

space?  Some economists believe that, across most of Metro Vancouver, a decline in residential sales 

prices would bring with it a decrease in demand and market rents for office space.120  With the 

exception of Vancouver’s CBD and Broadway corridor where there is “strong underlying demand for 

office space that can run independently of the residential market,” rents for office space would likely 
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come down in step with residential prices.121  In a place like Port Moody where the office market is “very 

thin,” this would be the most likely scenario.122 

Table 10 below shows the results of a modified ‘Scenario 2’ analysis, with adjustments made to 

residential sales prices (-20%), construction costs (-20%) and office/retail market rents (-20%).     

Table 10: Scenario 2, Sensitivity Analysis 

Modified Scenario 2:   20% Decrease in Housing Prices, Construction Costs and Retail/Office Rents

2A 2B 2C 2D 2E

FSR 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0

Useable Area (sq.ft.) 155,550 155,550 155,550 155,550 155,550

Retail 16% 16% 16% 16% 16%

Office 0% 16% 25% 33% 41%

Residential 84% 68% 60% 51% 43%

Project Cost $47,086,728 $46,940,205 $46,780,170 $46,648,973 $46,781,479

Project Revenue $53,954,705 $55,444,426 $53,560,151 $51,806,220 $50,228,364

Undiscounted Profit $6,867,977 $8,504,221 $6,779,981 $5,157,247 $3,446,885

NPV on Cash Flow @ 9% $182,317 -$276,854 -$2,389,624 -$4,381,200 -$4,381,200

Unleveraged IRR 9.15% 8.79% 7.32% 6.14% 5.10%

 

Project viability as measured by unleveraged IRR drops in all scenarios, and Scenario 2C falls below the 

hurdle rate range of 8-10%.  However what is important to note is that the basic relationship between 

land uses within the mixed-use remains the same; as office space increases and residential decreases, 

overall project viability decreases.   

For the relationship to reverse, allowing for greater project viability with increased office space and 

decreased residential space, a situation would need to arise in which office rental rates doubled and 

both residential sales prices and construction costs decreased by at least 40%.  Table 11 below shows 

the results of this scenario, although the likelihood of it coming to pass is remote. 
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Table 11: Modified Scenario 2 Sensitivity Analysis: Housing Decrease, Office Rent Increase 

Modified Scenario 2:   40% Decrease of Housing Prices and Construction Costs, 100% Increase in Office/Retail Rents

2A 2B 2C 2D 2E

FSR 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0

Useable Area (sq.ft.) 155,550 155,550 155,550 155,550 155,550

Retail 16% 16% 16% 16% 16%

Office 0% 16% 25% 33% 41%

Residential 84% 68% 60% 51% 43%

Project Cost $37,075,567 $36,925,985 $36,774,512 $36,645,436 $36,697,390

Project Revenue $55,802,015 $68,582,352 $73,773,067 $78,648,008 $83,644,002

Undiscounted Profit $18,726,448 $31,656,367 $36,998,555 $42,002,572 $46,946,612

NPV on Cash Flow @ 9% $10,319,235 $15,226,070 $16,665,374 $18,007,330 $18,007,330

Unleveraged IRR 15.36% 17.64% 17.90% 18.11% 18.12%

 

The conclusion that can be reached from this limited sensitivity analysis is that, barring market 

circumstances arising that are deemed highly unlikely, the key variables that would most affect the 

financial outcomes for the project are likely to move in parallel – up or down.  And while such shifts will 

affect overall project viability and make some residential/office mixes that were borderline viable under 

current conditions possibly less viable under such changed economic circumstances (see 2C at 7.32% IRR 

vs. 17.9% IRR in above tables), two conclusions remain intact: (1) there would continue to be a mix of 

residential and office space that would achieve the dual objectives of economic attractiveness for a 

developer and OCP/RGS attractiveness in terms of encouraging suburban centre office space 

development; and (2) residential sales are a necessary source of subsidization for office uses in a mixed-

use development at the subject site.  Through mixed-use development, significant office space can be 

brought to the subject site in a project that should be attractive to a developer. 

5.4 Analytical Generalizability 

Based on the results of the case study analysis at St. Johns Street in Port Moody, the report hypothesis 

holds.  Given current market and economic conditions, mixed-use development focused primarily on 

residential uses can create the financial conditions for office space to be added to the development. 
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Absent the cross-subsidization from residential to office, the latter would not come close to being an 

economically viable use due to the divergence between market and economic rents.  Mixed-use 

development with an office component can therefore help to fulfill the broader municipal and regional 

planning goals of bringing employment-generating uses to the town centre (especially near rapid transit) 

and creating a liveable, complete community.   

Of course this result holds for a single site in a single municipality.  To test the generalizability of the case 

study findings to other areas of Port Moody and also to other Metro Vancouver town centres, informal 

interviews were conducted.  The results are presented in this section.  

5.4.1 Applicability of Case Study Findings to Other Sites in Port Moody  

The most prominent mixed-use development in Port Moody in recent years is Onni’s Suter Brook Village, 

introduced in section 4.1 above.  This development features both vertical and horizontal mixing of uses, 

offering a wide range of residential units (apartment and townhouses), commercial retail space (from 

small CRUs to large retail grocery and liquor anchor tenants), and has a hotel planned for a future phase.  

And, included in the mix is a 45,000 square foot office tower in the development’s north-east corner at 

Murray Street and Ioco Road.  This building is considered to be “Class A” office space, and has a 

floorplate of just over 10,500 square feet.xvii 

                                                           
xvii

  Office buildings are typically classified as Class A through C.  A table outlining office building classification is 

found in Appendix E. 
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Figure 10: Suter Brook Village Office Tower 

 
Source: Cushman & Wakefield Tri-Cities Office Leasing Guide, 2011. 

Port Moody’s Manager of Planning indicated in that while the City did not explicitly require that office 

space be included in the plan for Suter Brook Village, the inclusion of such space was likely 

“encouraged.”  The developer was not explicitly incented to provide office space through any city policy 

like density bonusing or tax abatement, but it is likely that the developer’s willingness to include office 

space as part of the development was largely a means to gain more rapid approval for the OCP and 

Zoning Bylaw amendment from the city.123   

While email requests for an interview with project developer Onni Development were not returned, 

some insights on the financial realities of the Suter Brook office building were provided during an 

interview with G. Paul Rollo (2011).  Rollo has performed numerous financial analyses of development 

potential in Port Moody over the past 30 years.  Regarding Suter Brook office tower, Rollo believes that 

the combination of market lease rates, land costs and cost of construction would make this 

development “entirely unfeasible” were it not for the support provided by the highly profitable 

residential component of the development.124  Rollo believes that economic rents would need to be 
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near $30 per square foot; others believe the rates would need to be closer to $35-37 per square foot.125  

Lease rates currently achieved at this project range from $19 to $24 and nearly 40% of the project 

remains vacant two years after completion.  This suggests that cross-subsidization similar to that 

employed in the case study analysis above, is likely being employed at Suter Brook in order to make the 

office building economically viable.   

The other major office tower constructed in recent years in Port Moody was the Newport Professional 

Building, part of the Newport Village mixed-use development.  Like Suter Brook Village, there was no 

explicit requirement for office space to be included at the site, nor were there incentives offered by the 

City.  An interview with Bosa Properties’ Vice President of Development Hermann Nuessler revealed the 

following regarding this development:126 

 When the office building was planned, there was a backlog of market demand from government 

and professional tenants (medical professionals, lawyers, accountants) in Port Moody.  The 

combination of quick lease-up, including preleasing of several floors by one government tenant, 

along with pent up demand from tenants able to pay economic rents for a desirable location, 

made the office structure financially sustainable as a stand-alone project.  

 Were it not for that backlog of demand, it is unlikely that the project would have been feasible 

outside of the broader mixed-use phased development’s cross-subsidization. In most cases, 

“office space [in Port Moody and Coquitlam] needs to be carried by the residential component 

of the development.” 
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Figure 11: Newport Professional Centre 

 
Source: Cushman & Wakefield Tri-Cities Office Leasing Guide, 2011. 

Under what circumstances might office space be financially feasible as a stand-alone development in 

Port Moody’s town centres?  Some analysts believe that such development would be feasible under only 

two sets of circumstances.  First, if a backlog of demand existed from tenants that were able to pay 

market rents (as was the case with the Moody Professional Centre), and pre-build lease agreements 

could be struck, an office-only development would be economically viable.  Second, if a developer is 

able to buy land below market costs (or has held it for a long period of time), builds a structure of 

relatively low quality (keeping development costs low), and is willing to accept lower returns than 

typical hurdle rates, then a feasible project could be built.  The office building with retail podium at 2502 

St. Johns Street is a likely example of this type of structure.  Aside from these scenarios, it is unlikely that 

market office space could be developed in the town centre without some form of subsidy, as through a 

mixed-use project.127 
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These interviews and communications all point towards the broader applicability of the conclusions 

reached through pro forma analysis at the case study site.  As noted in that analysis, office space market 

rents in the town centre currently fall below rents that would make stand-alone office space 

economically viable.  The Newport Professional Centre situation was likely a unique set of circumstances 

that are unlikely to be repeated in the near term – it benefited from a backlog of market demand 

amongst government and professional tenants who were prepared to lease at rates that made it a 

feasible stand-alone project.  Suter Brook office building, in contrast, will rely on internal financial 

subsidy provided by the successful mixed-use development around it.   

5.4.2 Applicability of Conclusions Beyond Port Moody   

To what extent might this hypothesis apply to other municipalities’ town centres in Metro Vancouver?  

Without undertaking an exhaustive canvassing of all possible town centre developments in the suburban 

areas of Metro Vancouver, one cannot say with certainty how applicable the conclusions reached here 

might be to each of the other municipalities in the region.  Each municipality will bring with it unique 

land costs, residential and office rental markets, transit accessibility profiles, FSR allowances, and so on.  

The approach here, instead, is to identify a few select sites in other municipalities, and to offer some 

insight from analysing their development circumstances.   

In neighbouring Coquitlam Town Centre, 6 kilometres driving distance due east of the case study site, 

one recent development undertaken by Cressey Development Group points toward circumstances 

similar to those seen in the financial analysis above, and at Suter Brook Village.  Cressey is undertaking a 

development in the Coquitlam City Centre consisting of a 25 storey high-rise residential tower with an 

11,600 square foot commercial podium, and a neighbouring 9 storey office building (yet to break 

ground) containing 48,545 square feet of floor area and 17,000 square feet of commercial area on the 
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ground floor.  The total development density is 4.5 FSR.128  In a May 2011 report to the City Manager 

from the City’s Manager of Planning and Development, two of the reasons given for planning staff’s 

recommendation of the necessary zoning amendment for this project were the development’s character 

as a “high-density mixed-use development” and its contribution to “increasing the amount of available 

office space in the City Centre.”129   Through an amendment to C-4 City Centre Commercial zoning, the 

development was granted a base 2.5 FSR, and had the option to increase density up to 5.0 FSR through 

provisions set out in the City’s density bonus program.130  As part of the base 2.5 FSR allowance, the 

development was required to provide 0.5 FSR of ‘employment generating’ uses, split between street-

fronting retail space and office space above.   

 In an interview, Jason Turcotte, Development Manager at Cressey, indicated that the pursuit of office 

uses at the site was a decision driven exclusively by City requirements.  As a stand-alone use, office 

space would not have been financially viable at this site and no such development would have 

proceeded.  “Our market research indicated that we would need to lease the office floor space at a 

loss”, said Turcotte.  “The office market is simply not there in Coquitlam at lease rates which would 

make the project viable.”131  “The only way to bring office space to the development is to have residents 

buying housing subsidizing that office space.”132  He also noted that using the bonus density provision to 

increase residential square footage was necessary in part to offset losses associated with the office 

space.  While acquiring bonus density for residential uses requires sharing part of the ‘land lift’ value 

associated with that added density with the City,xviii additional developer profit retained was also a 

                                                           
xviii

 From 2.5 to 3.0 FSR, 75% of ‘land lift’ is paid to City.  From 3.0 to 3.5 FSR, 65% is paid to City.  From 3.5 to 4.0 

FSR, 50% is paid to City.  From 4.0 to 4.5 FSR, 35% is paid to City.  And from 4.5 to 5.0 FSR, 25% is paid to City.  The 

value of the land lift is calculated on a case-by-case basis using pro forma analysis.  However, the development 

community would prefer a set flat rate approach, using average costs in order to determine a standard rate.  

Richmond and White Rock use this approach, whereby a standard contribution rate per buildable square foot is 

charged.   
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necessary component for offsetting the uneconomical office space.  As Turcotte noted, “the additional 

residential density from the bonusing was required to make the *office component+ work.”133 

Bosa Properties’ Vice President of Development Hermann Nuessler had comments similar to those of 

Turcotte regarding Bosa’s mixed-use “Westwood” project, also in the Coquitlam City Centre.  Westwood 

is a vertically integrated mixed-use project featuring ground floor commercial, second and third storey 

office space, and 25 storeys of residential units.134  Like the Cressey project, this development falls under 

the provisions of Coquitlam’s City Centre Area Plan and C-4 Zoning bylaw, mandating a 0.5 FSR inclusion 

of ‘employment generating’ uses on site.  Nuessler noted that, given current levels of demand and lease 

rates attainable in the city centre area, “office space is financially carried by the residential 

component.”135 If one could achieve higher lease rates, identified as being between $27 and $30 per 

square foot, Nuessler believes that office space would be viable as a stand-alone use in parts of the city 

centre.  However, until the Evergreen Line SkyTrain extension is built, he does not believe that the 

necessary demand will materialize to support higher lease rates.  As such, leasing this office space 

requires lower than economic rents.   

In the City of North Vancouver, a municipality located 25 kilometres north-west of Port Moody, a large-

scale mixed-use development proposed by Concert Properties Ltd. on 12 acres of waterfront land has 

recently undergone a dramatic application for OCP amendment to permit a more diverse range of uses 

in what was initially meant to be primarily an office development.136  The amendment calls for retention 

of currently approved 1.0 FSR worth of office and hotel space, and the addition of 1.5 FSR of residential 

space to the mix, translating to 770 residential units.  A key argument for the addition of this residential 

space is the need to subsidize both the office and hotel with residential uses.  According to a report 

commissioned by Brook + Associates Inc., the company retained by Concert Properties to steer the 

application through the amendment process, “*t+he economics of hotel development require new hotels 
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to be mixed use residential/commercial/hotel complexes.”137  The report also noted that the office 

market in North Vancouver is relatively limited, and the creation of viable office space will require 

subsidy through residential development.138   

The examples above from Coquitlam and North Vancouver begin to speak to the possible wider 

applicability of the conclusions reached in this case study.  Yet at the same time, elsewhere in the Metro 

Vancouver suburbs, the picture of office development vis-a-vis mixed-use and financial performance can 

be markedly different.   

In Surrey Centre for instance, large-scale office development is underway as part of a 1.3 million square 

foot mixed-use project know as “Central City.”  This development is being constructed as a mixed 

commercial/university/office complex, containing over 300,000 square feet of university space and a 

550,000 square foot office tower.139  The office component was almost entirely pre-leased and 

remaining space that was recently made available was absorbed quickly, according to Avison Young.140  

This development’s success is in part a function of Surrey’s rapid growth – it is the fastest growing 

community in BC – but is also attributable to growing demand amongst larger public and private firms 

for transit-accessible office space.141  Like Metrotown in Burnaby, where SkyTrain played a central role in 

that area’s commercial and residential densification, so too is more such development predicted for 

Surrey Centre in the future.142   

The following observations emerge from this brief analysis of recent/current experiences in Surrey, 

Coquitlam and North Vancouver:  

 Planners at the City of Coquitlam, in developing the policy requiring a fixed percent of 

employment-generating use to acquire rights for residential space, recognize that office space is 

a desirable long-term use for the city centre (consistent with regional planning goals) but is not 
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at present a financially viable stand-alone use, given developer short-term return horizons and 

lack of market demand.  As a result, such space is best leveraged using residential-primary 

mixed-use development.   

 Coquitlam planners recognize that a bonus density program can help developers pay for 

otherwise non-economically-viable office space. 

 North Vancouver is facing circumstances today that mirror those at the case study site; to bring 

office space (and hotel) to fruition, council must consider adding a mixed-use component with 

residential FSR to create cross-subsidization.  

 In fast-growing and rapid transit-accessible town centres of Metro Vancouver like Surrey Centre 

and Metrotown in Burnaby, there is sufficient demand for office space to make such space 

economically viable on a stand-alone basis within the mixed-use centres.   
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS & FUTURE RESEARCH 

Metro Vancouver’s suburbs are far from a homogenous entity.  In areas where rapid transit is available 

and high density development around the transit nodes is permitted and encouraged (e.g. Metrotown in 

Burnaby and City Centre in Surrey), public and private clients are increasingly seeking office space at 

those nodes.  In other suburban town centres, such as those in Port Moody and Coquitlam, where rapid 

transit connectivity is planned but has yet to materialize, office space in the town centres is still desired 

by planners but has proven difficult to attract due to lack of market demand amongst those tenants that 

are prepared to pay economic rents for transit-accessible space.  At the same time, though, the category 

of small suburban office users who, according to Rollo (2011) make up the majority of demand in the 

suburbs, gravitate to affordable space in business parks.  The analysis in this report has shown through 

pro forma testing at a case study site and interviews with developers and other professionals, that 

through residential-primary mixed-use development, areas where market rents for office space cannot 

create viable office precincts can still be made to include office space through cross-subsidization from 

residential product.  If this strategy is used to bring office space online in town centres at rental rates 

comparable to those found in suburban business parks, perhaps there is an opportunity to attract small 

firms from those parks to town centres.     

As was noted earlier in this report, Translink’s Phil Christie has questioned how hard municipalities push 

developers to include office space in transit-oriented projects instead of in industrial parks.  This 

question could be extended to town centres in general.  The City of Coquitlam, through their C-4 Zoning 

policy that mandates 0.5 FSR of ‘employment generating’ space as part of base 2.5 FSR allowance, has 

gone some way towards bringing such space to that town centre.  Given relatively weak market 

demand, a policy mandating more space than this would likely result in underused space and high 
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vacancies.  But this policy does point toward the use of cross-subsidization in mixed-use projects to 

bring office space to the market.   

6.1 Port Moody Policy Recommendations 

The City of Port Moody may wish to explore the use of mandatory office space inclusion and density 

bonusing policy, similar neighbouring Coquitlam, to bring new office space into the town centre as part 

of mixed-use development.  The City is projected to grow from 29,000 residents today to over 50,000 by 

2041.143  Assuming that demand for new office space is between 10-15 square feet per capita, a 

relatively conservative projection given Metro Vancouver’s current average of 20 square feet per capita, 

Port Moody could see demand for between 210,000 and 315,000 square feet of new office space in the 

next 30 years.  If affordable office space can be brought to the market through the process of cross-

subsidization through mixed-use development, perhaps small-scale office users who would otherwise go 

to suburban business parks will instead opt to locate in the town centre.  Further study of the 

importance of rental rates in office parks versus other features of such space is needed to test the size 

of the potential market for relocation from office parks to town centres.   

If Port Moody decided to move forward with a policy of mandatory office inclusion and density 

bonusing, it could be structured in a variety of ways.  One method would be to bring it to bear on select 

areas of the town centre(s) deemed ‘office desirable,’ (e.g. within walking distance of rapid transit) and 

in amounts consistent with projected market demand.  An OCP amendment could be proposed – or 

policy could be integrated into the next full reworking of the OCP – to ‘encourage’ office development as 

part of future mixed-use projects on identified sites, with a requirement stipulating that as part of an 

envisioned base density, a certain percentage of office space would be included.  The OCP acts as the 

guiding document for future zoning bylaw reviews and rezoning applications.  By placing such 
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statements around office and mixed-use into the OCP, the City would begin to set the direction for the 

development community’s future rezoning applications.    

Another strategy that could be used, possibly in addition to the above, to encourage both mixed-use 

with an office component and greater density in select town centre areas would be a combination of: (1) 

altering permitted and required uses within certain zones, and (2) integrating a bonus density system 

within those zones.  For instance, as part of a future zoning bylaw review, Port Moody’s C-3 zone could 

be modified as follows:  

  Require a small amount of ‘employment generating’ uses within the zone, either for C-3 as a 

whole or for select C-3 sub-areas; 

 Define permitted building density in terms of FSR rather than through units per acre or solely 

height/setback calculations.  This is the strategy used in Coquitlam’s C-4 zone; 

 As part of setting the base density allowance, use pro forma financial analysis to ensure that 

viable projects at the proposed base density and mix in C-3 can be developed while achieving 

acceptable developer financial returns.  This would likely result in an increase in the base 

density permitted in C-3. 

The above alterations would bring C-3 more in line with the objectives of the OCP around mixed-use 

along St. Johns Street and would begin to bring office space to the area.  It would also set the 

preconditions for greater developer interest by allowing for density levels that allow developers to 

achieve their financial hurdle rates without the hassle of rezoning applications.   

A second step that the City could take as part C-3 reworking would be development of a bonus density 

zone to be ‘overlaid’ atop the C-3 zoning.  This bonusing zone would permit a developer to build up to a 
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bonus density level (for instance, perhaps 4-5 FSR) without undergoing the time-consuming process of 

rezoning and OCP amendment, thus further encouraging development through process streamlining.  

This type of policy would set out a high degree of certainty for the locations and amounts of density that 

developers can obtain without rezoning.  It would also allow developers the possibility of greater profit 

margins (from more density) in return for the added risk they take in providing the required office space 

in a non-traditional and unproven office market.   

The creation of a bonus density zone would also be financially beneficial for the City.  As part of bonus 

density allowance, the City could develop a community amenity contributions (CAC) policy, whereby the 

developer grants the city cash or built amenities in exchange for incremental amounts of added site 

density up to a cap.xix  The appropriate value of the CAC’s would be calculated as the amount equal to 

part or all of the additional land value associated with the bonus density (the ‘land lift’).   

There is ongoing debate amongst policy makers around the question of part of all –- i.e. should the 

developer pay the entirety of a calculated land lift to the municipality in the form of a CAC in exchange 

for bonus density, or should developers be permitted to retain part of that land lift value as bonus profit 

in order to both encourage development and densification, and to acknowledge the added risk 

associated with larger and more complex projects.  There is no consensus on what approach is most 

appropriate.  In Coquitlam for example, the C-4 Zone bonus density system does not require that 100% 

of the land lift be paid to the City; rather, at most 75% of the calculated land lift value is paid in 

exchange for bonus density.  In New Westminster B.C., a different approach has been taken to bonus 

density and CAC’s.  The City has set fixed dollar amounts for each square foot of bonus density allocated 

in their bonus density areas.  While this approach potentially reduces complication (and cost) by 

                                                           
xix

 Amenities associated with CAC’s are typically those linked to the costs of accommodating growth, such as 

libraries, schools, daycares, police protection, etc.  
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eliminating the need for detailed site-by-site pro forma analysis of the value of bonus density, this 

method could potentially under or over-value the bonus density and thus either negate the extra 

density from being developed (if the developer cannot make required profit), or under-value what the 

City should get from the developer.  The City of Calgary’s recently implemented bonus density system 

follows the logic of 100% land lift paid to the City, using the calculated market land value of additional 

density, based on site-specific appraisals, as the amount owed in CAC.   

While the methods of calculation and the resulting policies differ across municipalities, it is clear that an 

increasing number of communities are implementing or studying the potential of density bonusing 

policies.  These systems do allow for greater density in strategic locations, allow developers to achieve 

their target profit margins, and provide mechanisms for municipalities to pay for the costs of growth.  

For Port Moody, a policy of density bonusing with CAC’s, in conjunction with mandatory office 

requirements as part of base density allowances in a modified C-3 zone, is a recommended strategy for 

achieving desired growth and mix in the town centre.  

  6.2 General Policy Recommendations 

There are a number of policies that Metro Vancouver suburban communities might consider to 

incentivize mixed-use development with office space in their town centres.   

City Assisted Land Assembly: One of the necessary preconditions for successful, large-scale phased 

mixed-use developments is the existence of sufficiently large lots in desirable locations.  Most of the 

time this requires developers to assemble a number of smaller parcels into a viable development site.  

Developers often face barriers to land assembly, including private owners unwilling to sell their parcels, 

challenges around financing for land assembly due to lack of demonstrable short-term revenue streams, 

and the possibility that a speculative rush will push up land values.  In Port Moody, all three large-scale 
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mixed-use projects (Suter Brook Village, Newport Village and Klahanie) were successfully developed in 

part because there was no complicated land assembly required; all are considered ‘brownfield’ infill 

projects, located on large former industrial sites.  In contrast, much of St. Johns Street is like many other 

town centres across the region -- characterized by relatively small, narrow lots.   

As a means to help stimulate high quality, large-scale mixed-use town centre development, Metro 

Vancouver municipalities can help facilitate site assembly, thus helping developers overcome this key 

hurdle.  The City of Chilliwack, B.C. for instance (located just east of Metro Vancouver) uses an 

incorporated economic development arm – the Chilliwack Economic Partners Corporation (CEPCO) – in 

part to undertake land assembly for development.xx  The City of Surrey has, since 2007, used the Surrey 

City Development Corporation (SCDC) to accelerate and catalyze that City’s land use vision in part 

through strategic land acquisition and assembly.xxi  The processes used by these two corporations could 

inform other municipalities as they look for strategies to build their town centres, achieve their land use 

visions, and work toward building a truly multi-nucleated and sustainable region.   

Mixed-Use with Stand-Alone Office Components:  One way to possibly encourage more office 

development as part of mixed-use town centre projects is to allow developers to construct office space 

in stand-alone structures as part of the latter project phases.  An example of this is the mixed-use 

Cressey project at 3002 Glen Drive in Coquitlam, where the developer has been allowed to construct the 

necessary office space in a stand-alone structure (with ground-floor retail) following completion and 

absorption of the neighbouring 25-storey residential tower.  The project is considered a single, phased 

mixed-use development.  By allowing postponement of office development to the last phase, the city 

                                                           
xx

 CEPCO is a private company under the BC Companies Act.  It is a partnership of the City of Chilliwack, the 

Downtown Chilliwack Business Improvement Association (BIA) and the Chamber of Commerce.   

xxi
 SCDC is wholly owned by the City of Surrey. 
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allows the developer to properly account for risk, time the market, and create office space that is 

potentially more attractive to tenants.  It also allows the developer to ensure that the office space can 

be subsidized by the cash flow from sale of residential units.  From a long-range planning perspective, it 

is also preferable to have stand-alone office towers with retail podiums in the town centre rather than 

2-4 storeys of upper-floor office space embedded within residential buildings, as the former is typically 

considered more prestigious and will allow municipalities to better achieve high profile downtown 

cores.   This type of policy should be examined by other municipalities across the region. 

Examine Density Bonusing Strategies: As discussed in section 6.1 above, many municipalities are 

implementing density bonusing systems.  Each system is different depending on a municipality’s choice 

about the location of extra density and the amenities required in exchange.  Some municipalities require 

that sites be rezoned to customized ‘Comprehensive Development’ (CD) zones in order to gain access to 

bonus density.  Others overlay bonus density zones atop existing zones (e.g. Coquitlam C-4 zone), thus 

creating certainty around location and amount of density permitted.  In terms of how CAC amounts are 

calculated, methods range from site-by-site pro forma calculations for the value of additional density, to 

setting out fixed $/sq.ft. density values.  And finally the amount of land lift value that developers are 

expected to pay to municipalities can range drastically, and the debate over what is appropriate is 

ongoing.  Municipalities should each explore how bonus density systems can serve their long-term 

growth strategies and mutually benefit both the city and the development community.  They should also 

explore if mandatory office space as part of base floor area allowances is appropriate for their town 

centres, given current and projected office market demand.  
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6.3 Future Research 

Mixed-use development focused on residential can be used to help create office space in town centres.  

However, such space is only useful if market demand is sufficient to fill this space.  If significant amounts 

of office space are constructed in town centres where such space has lagged to date – in Port Moody, 

Coquitlam and other town centres in the region – will a market for this space emerge?  Further research 

is needed to examine the market for suburban town centre office space in Metro Vancouver, and what 

mechanisms might be used to both create and enhance this market.  This research could include:  

 Surveys of office tenants in Metro Vancouver business parks to examine reasons why they 

locate where they do and if they would consider locating in town centres;  

 In particular, would a matching of rental rates between office parks and town centre office 

space – made possible by mixed-use cross-subsidization – be a sufficient inducement to 

bring tenants to the latter?  What other factors might be at play? 

Anecdotal evidence has pointed to the early emergence of rapid transit access as a central location 

selection criteria for large and medium sized office-based businesses in Metro Vancouver.  Structured 

academic research is needed to determine the extent to which this phenomenon is indeed emerging, to 

quantify how many square feet of space transit-supportive office might represent in the coming 

decades, and the extent to which such space will be demanded in suburban town centres.  Would such 

space attract tenants to places like Surrey City Centre or Coquitlam Town Centre from the Vancouver 

CBD or Broadway corridor?  Is there a significant sub-set of tenants in suburban business parks who 

would move to areas within walking distance of rapid transit?  These are questions that will need further 

exploration if Metro Vancouver municipalities are to make informed decisions around office location 

and attraction policy.   
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Building on the research conducted in this report, other analysts may wish to conduct comprehensive 

surveys of developers active in Metro Vancouver’s town centres to determine where office space can be 

developed as a stand-alone use and where it will require subsidy through mixed-use cross-subsidies.  By 

mapping out the region’s town centres in this way, Metro Vancouver and member municipalities’ 

planners can better develop policy to create desired land use mixes.  In Port Moody specifically, public 

engagement will be needed to determine where additional density and mixed-use may be most 

acceptable.  This process will be necessary to inform policy development around office space location 

and bonus density provision.   
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7.0 APPENDICES 

APPENDIX A: Discounted Cash Flow Methodology  

A dynamic or discounted cash flow (DCF) is used to assess the viability of two types of real estate 

development: (1) build and sell phased development; (2) build and hold income producing real estate.  

The DCF criterion used to measure the financial viability of phased development are net present value 

(NPV) and internal rate of return (IRR).  Both NPV and IRR can be estimated on project cost or equity 

investment.  

NPV value is the present value of future revenues less the present value of costs.  Revenues and costs 

are discounted at an internal rate (or ‘discount rate’) which is the investor’s cost of capitalxxii 

NPV   = -CF0 + CF1   +   CF2  +  CF3…………+ CFn 
                     (1+i)1       (1+i)2  (1+i)3………   (1+i)n  

Where -CF0 equals cash flow at the start of the project (initial investment).  

If NPV is equal to or greater than zero, the project is considered viable for the developer or investor.  If 

NPV = 0, the investor is achieving an annual rate of return equal to the discount rate during the 

investment period.   

NPV can be based on constant or current dollar analyses.  Constant dollars give no consideration to 

inflation.  Current dollars are adjusted to include the impact of inflation on both revenues and operating 

costs.  

CFn includes the last year net operating income plus the proceeds from reversion.xxiii  NPV allows one to 

take into consideration a project’s annual income plus property appreciation (or depreciation) that will 

be realized through its disposition at the end of the investment period.     

Internal Rate of Return (IRR) is the discount rate that equates the present value of an investment’s 

revenues to the present value of its cost.   IRR allows one to take into account a project’s annual income 

stream plus property appreciation or depreciation that will be realized through its disposition at the end 

of an investment period.   

 

                                                           
xxii

 Investors Cost of Capital = A weighted average of the cost of capital comprised of: the proportion of debt X the 

cost of debt financing + the proportion of equity X the investor’s opportunity costs of equity.   

xxiii
 Reversion – selling price less sales commission less legal and other closing costs.  
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APPENDIX B: ANALYSIS SCENARIO 1A 

 

Port Moody Case Study Proforma 
Scenario 1A - Current Zoning 

Construction Commences

1.0  CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE GBA (sf) 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

   Total - gross building area 92,000 0 92,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Parking Stalls Residential 0 0 108 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Commercial 108

Total Stalls 108

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

2.0 REVENUES

2.1  Net Income from Revenue Producing Uses 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

   Commercial 0 0 311,109 480,663 660,111 679,914 700,312 721,321 742,961 765,249 788,207 811,853 836,209 861,295 887,134

   Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Total 0 0 311,109 480,663 660,111 679,914 700,312 721,321 742,961 765,249 788,207 811,853 836,209 861,295 887,134

2.2  TOTAL REVENUES 0 0 311,109 480,663 660,111 679,914 700,312 721,321 742,961 765,249 788,207 811,853 836,209 861,295 887,134

3.0 PROJECT COSTS

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

Annual Cost Escalation 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3%

3.1  Servicing Costs 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

   Offsite Est.  From GPRA 0 100,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Pre-Construction Site Preparation Est. From GPRA 0 75,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Landscaping Est. From GPRA 0 0 50,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Contingency 5.00% 0 8,750 2,500 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Total servicing costs 0 183,750 52,500 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

3.2  Building Construction Costs Hard Cost 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

   Parking (Included in 'building construction' cost) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Building Construction linked to 'controls' sheet 0 16,100,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Retail Tenant Improvements 75 0 1,466,250 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Office Tenant Improvements 25 733,125

   Contingency 5.00% 0 878,313 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Total 0 19,177,688 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
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3.3  Development (soft) Costs 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

   Architecture & Engineering 5.50% 0 1,054,773 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Other Consultants 1.00% of bldg constr. Cost 0 191,777 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Development Project Management 2.50% of hard costs 119,861 119,861 119,861 119,861 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Legal 1.50% of hard costs 71,916 71,916 71,916 71,916 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Finance Fee (% Project Costs) 1.00% of hard costs 0 191,777 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Insurance 0.75 per 1,000sf gba 0 69,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Research and Appraisal 0.5% of hard costs 71,916 19,178 4,794 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Survey, accounting Est. From GPRA 25,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Development Permit Fees 0 7,611 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Building Permit Fees 0 109,189 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Off-site Engineering Inspection 4.00% 0 4,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

    On-Site Engineering Inspection 2.00% 0 1,500 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Landscaping Inspection 2.00% 0 0 1,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   PM Residential DCC's 4,037.52 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   PM Commercial DCC's (per sq.ft. bld. area) 1.091 per sq.ft. 0 100,354 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Metro Sewer DCC-commercial 0.811 per sq.ft. 0 74,612 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Metro Sewer DCC-residential 1,082 per unit 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Post Construction Strata Fee, Utilities 1,500 per unit 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Utilities During Construction Est. From Bosa 0 15,000 7,500 5,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Corporate Overhead (salaries, development management etc.) Should = ~15% total soft costs 150,000 150,000 150,000 150,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Property Taxes (blended) 6.53 tax rate 45,738 45,738 45,738 45,738 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Miscellanous Development Costs 5.00% % 24,222 111,314 20,040 19,626 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Contingency (%development costs) 10.00% % 48,443 222,628 40,081 39,251 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Total Development Costs 4,029,646 557,096 2,560,227 460,931 451,392 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

17.19%

3.4  Total Costs 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

   Costs Before Inflation 23,443,584 557,096 21,921,665 513,431 451,392 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Inflation Adjustment 1.00 1.03 1.06 1.09 1.13 1.16 1.19 1.23 1.27 1.30 1.34 1.38 1.43 1.47 1.51

   Costs After Inflation 24,174,358 557,096 22,579,315 544,699 493,248 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

4.0 CASH FLOW AND YIELDS

4.0  CASH FLOW Beginning End of 

4.1  Sources of Cash 2011 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

   Residential strata sales income 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Commercial retail income 0 0 0 933,327 1,653,663 1,868,301 1,924,350 1,982,080 2,041,543 2,102,789 2,165,873 2,230,849 2,297,774 2,366,708 2,437,709 2,510,840

   Receipt of take-out financing 0 0 0 0 17,653,007 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Disposition of Income Producing Properties @ 2025 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 27,003,859

   Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Equity - Land @ 100% 7,000,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Equity - Construction @ 30.00% 0 573,809 6,678,499 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Total 7,252,307 7,000,000 573,809 6,678,499 933,327 19,306,670 1,868,301 1,924,350 1,982,080 2,041,543 2,102,789 2,165,873 2,230,849 2,297,774 2,366,708 2,437,709 29,514,700

     required equity on construction 

Beginning End of 

4.2  Project Costs value psf GBA 2011 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

     Land acquisition cost 76.09 7,000,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

     Plus Provincial Transfer Tax 140,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

     Plus other closing costs Standard contingency 100,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

     Density Bonus 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

     Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

     Construction and development costs 0 557,096 22,579,315 544,699 493,248 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

     Contingency @ 3.00% 0 16,713 677,379 16,341 14,797 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Total 7,240,000 573,809 23,256,694 561,040 508,046 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
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4.3  Land and Construction Financing Interest Rate 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00

   Opening Balance 0 0 0 16,578,196 16,205,909 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Plus additional 0 0 16,578,196 561,040 508,046 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Less Payments 0 0 0 933,327 16,713,955 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Equals Closing Balance 0 0 16,578,196 16,205,909 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Net Interest Costs 0 0 497,346 1,011,523 987,596 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

4.4  Mortgage Payments 0 0 0 1,380,937 1,380,937 1,380,937 1,380,937 1,380,937 1,380,937 1,380,937 1,380,937 1,380,937 1,380,937 1,380,937 1,380,937 1,380,937

4.5  Cash Flow

   Annual Cash Flow -7,000,000 -573,809 -7,175,844 -2,392,460 224,183 487,364 543,413 601,144 660,606 721,852 784,936 849,912 916,838 985,771 1,056,772 28,133,763

   Cumulative Cash Flow -7,000,000 -7,573,809 -14,749,653 -17,142,113 -16,917,930 -16,430,566 -15,887,153 -15,286,009 -14,625,403 -13,903,551 -13,118,615 -12,268,702 -11,351,865 -10,366,094 -9,309,322 18,824,441

   Developer's Equity Investment 7,000,000 573,809 7,175,844 2,392,460 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Developer's Cash Flow 0 0 0 0 224,183 487,364 543,413 601,144 660,606 721,852 784,936 849,912 916,838 985,771 1,056,772 28,133,763

5.0 PROJECT VIABILITY - DCF, UNLEVERAGED

Beginning of End of 

5.1  Cash Flow Basis 2011 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

   Strata sales, commercial  and residential income plus disposition @ 2025 0 0 0 933,327 1,653,663 1,868,301 1,924,350 1,982,080 2,041,543 2,102,789 2,165,873 2,230,849 2,297,774 2,366,708 2,437,709 16,159,054

   All Costs 7,240,000 573,809 23,256,694 561,040 508,046 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Net Cash Flow -7,240,000 -573,809 -23,256,694 372,287 1,145,617 1,868,301 1,924,350 1,982,080 2,041,543 2,102,789 2,165,873 2,230,849 2,297,774 2,366,708 2,437,709 16,159,054

Disc. Rate

5.2   Net Present Value 9% -12,269,268

5.3   Simple Internal Rate of Return 2.32%

5.4   NPV/PV Cost

             NPV -12,269,268

             PV cost 9% 20,285,692

            NPV/PV Cost -60.48%

6.0 PROJECT VIABILITY - DCF, LEVERAGED

Beginning of End of 

6.1 Cash Flow 2011 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

   Cash Throw Off 0 0 0 0 224,183 487,364 543,413 601,144 660,606 721,852 784,936 849,912 916,838 985,771 1,056,772 28,133,763

   Equity Investment 7,000,000 573,809 7,175,844 2,392,460 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Net Cash Flow -7,000,000 -573,809 -7,175,844 -2,392,460 224,183 487,364 543,413 601,144 660,606 721,852 784,936 849,912 916,838 985,771 1,056,772 28,133,763

   Cumulative Cash Flow -7,000,000 -7,573,809 -14,749,653 -17,142,113 -16,917,930 -16,430,566 -15,887,153 -15,286,009 -14,625,403 -13,903,551 -13,118,615 -12,268,702 -11,351,865 -10,366,094 -9,309,322 18,824,441

Disc. Rate

6.2   Net Present Value 15% -8,930,335

6.3   Simple Internal Rate of Return 6.13%  
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7.0 UNDISCOUNTED PROFIT ON COST & PROFIT ON EQUITY

Profit on Cost Profit on Equity Investment

   Residential Sales Revenue 0

   Commercial Capitalized Value 28,743,091 Costs % Equity Equity

   Total Value 28,743,091 Land 7,140,000 100.00% 7,140,000

Construction 26,670,823 30.00% 8,001,247

   Project Costs 33,810,823 15,141,247

   Land value 7,140,000

   Hard and Soft Costs 24,174,358 Profit to Equity $'s -5,067,732

   Interest 2,496,465 Profit to Equity % -33.47%

   Total Costs 33,810,823

   Profit $'s -5,067,732

   Profit % of cost -14.99%

8.0 REVENUE, TAKE-OUT FINANCING, AND COMMERCIAL DISPOSITION ASSUMPTIONS 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

1.0000 1.0300 1.0609 1.0927 1.1255 1.1593 1.1941 1.2299 1.2668 1.3048 1.3439 1.3842 1.4258 1.4685 1.5126

Leased 3.00%

8.0  Net Income - Commercial Office and Retail Sq.Ft. Base Rent SF Base NOI 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

Retail 19,550 30.00 586,500 0 0 311,109 480,663 660,111 679,914 700,312 721,321 742,961 765,249 788,207 811,853 836,209 861,295 887,134

Office 58,650 20.00 1,173,000 0 0 622,218 1,173,000 1,208,190 1,244,436 1,281,769 1,320,222 1,359,828 1,400,623 1,442,642 1,485,921 1,530,499 1,576,414 1,623,706

Total annual income 78,200 0 0 933,327 1,653,663 1,868,301 1,924,350 1,982,080 2,041,543 2,102,789 2,165,873 2,230,849 2,297,774 2,366,708 2,437,709 2,510,840

9.0 TAKEOUT FINANCING ASSUMPTIONS

9.1  Underwriting Criteria

          Debt Service Coverage Ratio 1.30

          Stated Annual Interest Rate 6% 0.494 monthly

          Amortization Period 25 years 5.926 annual

          Mortgage Constant 7.82                          

9.2  Take out financing and mortgage payments Take Out Annual

Mortgage Principal NOI Supported Mtg. Payment

Retail 622,218 6,118,486 478,629

Office 1,173,000 11,534,521 902,308

17,653,007

Annual Mortgage Payments 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

Retail 0 0 478,629 478,629 478,629 478,629 478,629 478,629 478,629 478,629 478,629 478,629 478,629 478,629 478,629

Office 0 0 902,308 902,308 902,308 902,308 902,308 902,308 902,308 902,308 902,308 902,308 902,308 902,308 902,308

0 0 1,380,937 1,380,937 1,380,937 1,380,937 1,380,937 1,380,937 1,380,937 1,380,937 1,380,937 1,380,937 1,380,937 1,380,937 1,380,937

Mortgage

9.3  Disposition of Commercial Space Gross Income Cap Rate Value Outstanding Net $'s

Retail 887,134 6.50% 13,648,213 4,029,005 9,740,079

Office 1,623,706 6.50% 24,980,097 7,595,447 17,612,514

Total 38,628,311 11,624,451 27,352,593  
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APPENDIX C: ANALYSIS SCENARIO 1B 

Port Moody Case Study Proforma 

Scenario 1B - Current Zoning

Construction Commences

1.0  CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE GBA (sf) 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

   Total - gross building area 92,000 0 92,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Parking Stalls Residential 0 0 78 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Commercial 78

Total Stalls 78

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

Residential Price Escalation 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4%

1.000 1.040 1.082 1.125 1.170 1.217 1.265 1.316 1.369 1.423 1.480 1.539 1.601 1.665 1.732

2.0 REVENUES

2.2  Sales Revenue Base Price (2011) 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

   Residential sales price per sq.ft. saleable 450 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Average size of residential unit 850 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Less Sales Commissions @ 5.00% 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Total 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2.3  Net Income from Revenue Producing Uses 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

   Commercial 0 0 829,624 1,564,000 1,610,920 1,659,248 1,709,025 1,760,296 1,813,105 1,867,498 1,923,523 1,981,228 2,040,665 2,101,885 2,164,942

   Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Total 0 0 829,624 1,564,000 1,610,920 1,659,248 1,709,025 1,760,296 1,813,105 1,867,498 1,923,523 1,981,228 2,040,665 2,101,885 2,164,942

2.4  TOTAL REVENUES 0 0 829,624 1,564,000 1,610,920 1,659,248 1,709,025 1,760,296 1,813,105 1,867,498 1,923,523 1,981,228 2,040,665 2,101,885 2,164,942

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

Annual Cost Escalation 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3%

3.0  PROJECT COSTS

3.1  Servicing Costs 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

   Offsite Est. From GPRA 0 100,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Pre-Construction Site Preparation Est. From GPRA 0 75,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Landscaping Est. From GPRA 0 0 50,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Contingency 5.00% 0 8,750 2,500 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Total servicing costs 0 183,750 52,500 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

3.2  Building Construction Costs Hard Cost 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

   Parking (Included in 'building construction' cost) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Building Construction 0 0 16,100,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Retail Tenant Improvements 75 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Office Tenant Improvements 25 1,955,000

   Contingency 5.00% 0 805,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Total 0 18,860,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
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3.3  Development (soft) Costs 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

   A/E (architects+engineers) 5.50% 0 1,037,300 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Other Consultants 1.00% of bldg constr. Cost 0 188,600 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Development Project Management 2.50% of hard costs 150,000 150,000 150,000 150,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Legal 1.50% of hard costs 70,725 70,725 70,725 70,725 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Finance Fee (% Project Costs) 1.00% of hard costs 0 188,600 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Advertising/Promotion/Show Suite 2.00% 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Insurance 0.75 per 1,000sf gba 0 29,325 29,325 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   New Home Warranty, Homeowner Protection 2,000 per unit 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   After Construction Customer Service 1,750 per unit 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Research and Appraisal 0.5% of hard costs 70,725 14,145 4,715 4,715 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Survey, accounting est. From GPRA 25,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Development Permit Fees 0 7,611 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Building Permit Fees 0 107,439 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Off-site Engineering Inspection 4.00% of offsite servicing costs 0 4,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

    On-Site Engineering Inspection 2.00% of site prep costs 0 1,500 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Landscaping Inspection 2.00% of landscaping costs 0 0 1,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   PM Residential DCC's 4,037.52 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   PM Commercial DCC's (per sq.ft. bld. area) 1.091 per sq.ft. 0 100,354 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Metro Sewer DCC-commercial 0.811 per sq.ft. 0 74,612 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Metro Sewer DCC-residential 1,082 per unit 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Post Construction Strata Fee, Utilities 1,500 per unit 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Utilities During Construction 0 15,000 7,500 5,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Corporate Overhead (salaries, development managers, etc.) Should = ~15% total soft costs 150,000 150,000 150,000 150,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Property Taxes (blended) 6.53 tax rate 45,738 45,738 45,738 45,738 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Miscellanous Development Costs 5.00% % 25,609 109,247 22,950 21,309 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Contingency (%development costs) 10.00% % 51,219 218,495 45,900 42,618 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Total Development Costs 4,119,665 589,016 2,512,690 527,854 490,105 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

17.75%

3.4  Total Costs 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

   Costs Before Inflation 23,215,915 589,016 21,556,440 580,354 490,105 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Inflation Adjustment 1.00 1.03 1.06 1.09 1.13 1.16 1.19 1.23 1.27 1.30 1.34 1.38 1.43 1.47 1.51

   Costs After Inflation 23,943,398 589,016 22,203,133 615,697 535,551 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

4.0  CASH FLOW & YIELDS Beginning End of 

4.1  Sources of Cash 2011 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

   Residential strata sales income 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Office Space Income 0 0 0 829,624 1,564,000 1,610,920 1,659,248 1,709,025 1,760,296 1,813,105 1,867,498 1,923,523 1,981,228 2,040,665 2,101,885 2,164,942

   Receipt of take-out financing 0 0 0 0 15,379,361 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Disposition of Income Producing Properties @ 2025 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 23,179,534

   Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Equity - Land @ 100% 7,000,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Equity - Construction @ 30.00% 0 606,687 6,576,332 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Total 7,183,019 7,000,000 606,687 6,576,332 829,624 16,943,361 1,610,920 1,659,248 1,709,025 1,760,296 1,813,105 1,867,498 1,923,523 1,981,228 2,040,665 2,101,885 25,344,476

     required equity on construction 

Beginning End of 

4.2  Project Costs value psf GBA 2011 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

     Land acquisition cost 76.09 7,000,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

     Plus Provincial Transfer Tax 140,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

     Plus other closing costs 100,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

     Density Bonus 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

     Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

     Construction and development costs 0 589,016 22,203,133 615,697 535,551 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

     Contingency @ 3.00% 0 17,670 666,094 18,471 16,067 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Total 7,240,000 606,687 22,869,227 634,168 551,617 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
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4.3  Land and Construction Financing Interest Rate 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00

   Opening Balance 0 0 0 16,292,895 16,097,439 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Plus additional 0 0 16,292,895 634,168 551,617 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Less Payments 0 0 0 829,624 16,649,056 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Equals Closing Balance 0 0 16,292,895 16,097,439 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Net Interest Costs 0 0 488,787 996,599 982,395 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

4.4  Mortgage Payments 0 0 0 1,203,077 1,203,077 1,203,077 1,203,077 1,203,077 1,203,077 1,203,077 1,203,077 1,203,077 1,203,077 1,203,077 1,203,077 1,203,077

4.5  Cash Flow

   Annual Cash Flow -7,000,000 -606,687 -7,065,119 -2,199,676 -1,891,167 407,843 456,171 505,948 557,219 610,028 664,421 720,446 778,151 837,588 898,808 24,141,399

   Cumulative Cash Flow -7,000,000 -7,606,687 -14,671,806 -16,871,482 -18,762,649 -18,354,806 -17,898,635 -17,392,687 -16,835,469 -16,225,441 -15,561,020 -14,840,574 -14,062,423 -13,224,834 -12,326,026 11,815,373

   Developer's Equity Investment 7,000,000 606,687 7,065,119 2,199,676 1,891,167 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Developer's Cash Flow 0 0 0 0 0 407,843 456,171 505,948 557,219 610,028 664,421 720,446 778,151 837,588 898,808 24,141,399

5.0  PROJECT VIABILITY, DCF, UNLEVERAGED

Beginning of End of 

5.1  Cash Flow Basis 2011 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

   Strata sales, commercial  and residential income plus disposition @ 2025 0 0 0 829,624 1,564,000 1,610,920 1,659,248 1,709,025 1,760,296 1,813,105 1,867,498 1,923,523 1,981,228 2,040,665 2,101,885 2,164,942

   All Costs 7,240,000 606,687 22,869,227 634,168 551,617 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Net Cash Flow -7,240,000 -606,687 -22,869,227 195,456 1,012,383 1,610,920 1,659,248 1,709,025 1,760,296 1,813,105 1,867,498 1,923,523 1,981,228 2,040,665 2,101,885 2,164,942

Disc. Rate

5.2   Net Present Value 9% -17,359,928

5.3   Simple Internal Rate of Return -3.87%

5.4   NPV/PV Cost

             NPV -17,359,928

             PV cost 9% 20,083,144

            NPV/PV Cost -86.44%

6.0  PROJECT VIABILITY,  DCF, LEVERAGED

Beginning of End of 

6.1 Cash Flow 2011 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

   Cash Throw Off 0 0 0 0 0 407,843 456,171 505,948 557,219 610,028 664,421 720,446 778,151 837,588 898,808 24,141,399

   Equity Investment 14,671,806 7,000,000 606,687 7,065,119 2,199,676 1,891,167 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Net Cash Flow -7,000,000 -606,687 -7,065,119 -2,199,676 -1,891,167 407,843 456,171 505,948 557,219 610,028 664,421 720,446 778,151 837,588 898,808 24,141,399

   Cumulative Cash Flow -7,000,000 -7,606,687 -14,671,806 -16,871,482 -18,762,649 -18,354,806 -17,898,635 -17,392,687 -16,835,469 -16,225,441 -15,561,020 -14,840,574 -14,062,423 -13,224,834 -12,326,026 11,815,373

Disc. Rate

6.2   Net Present Value 15% -10,757,113

6.3   Simple Internal Rate of Return 4.03%  
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7.0  UNDISCOUNTED PROFIT ON COST AND PROFIT ON EQUITY

Profit on Cost Profit on Equity Investment

   Residential Sales Revenue 0

   Commercial Capitalized Value 24,783,385 Costs % Equity Equity

   Total Value 24,783,385 Land 7,140,000 100.00% 7,140,000

Construction 26,411,178 30.00% 7,923,353

   Project Costs 33,551,178 15,063,353

   Land value 7,140,000

   Hard and Soft Costs 23,943,398 Profit to Equity $'s -8,767,793

   Interest 2,467,780 Profit to Equity % -58.21%

   Total Costs 33,551,178

   Profit $'s -8,767,793

   Profit % of cost -26.13%

8.0 REVENUE, TAKE-OUT FINANCING, AND COMMERCIAL DISPOSITION ASSUMPTIONS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

1.0000 1.0300 1.0609 1.0927 1.1255 1.1593 1.1941 1.2299 1.2668 1.3048 1.3439 1.3842 1.4258 1.4685 1.5126

Leased 3.00%

8.0  Net Income - Commercial Office and Retail Sq.Ft. Base Rent SF Base NOI 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

Retail 0 30.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Office 78,200 20.00 1,564,000 0 0 829,624 1,564,000 1,610,920 1,659,248 1,709,025 1,760,296 1,813,105 1,867,498 1,923,523 1,981,228 2,040,665 2,101,885 2,164,942

Total annual income 0 0 829,624 1,564,000 1,610,920 1,659,248 1,709,025 1,760,296 1,813,105 1,867,498 1,923,523 1,981,228 2,040,665 2,101,885 2,164,942

78200

9.0  TAKE OUT FINANCING ASSUMPTIONS

9.1  Underwriting Criteria

          Debt Service Coverage Ratio 1.30

          Stated Annual Interest Rate 6% 0.494 monthly

          Amortization Period 25 years 5.926 annual

          Mortgage Constant 7.82                          

9.2  Take out financing and mortgage payments Take Out Annual

Mortgage Principal NOI Supported Mtg. Payment

Retail 0 0 0

Office 1,564,000 15,379,361 1,203,077

15,379,361

Annual Mortgage Payments 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

Retail 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Office 0 0 1,203,077 1,203,077 1,203,077 1,203,077 1,203,077 1,203,077 1,203,077 1,203,077 1,203,077 1,203,077 1,203,077 1,203,077 1,203,077

0 0 1,203,077 1,203,077 1,203,077 1,203,077 1,203,077 1,203,077 1,203,077 1,203,077 1,203,077 1,203,077 1,203,077 1,203,077 1,203,077

Mortgage

9.3  Disposition of Commercial Space Gross Income Cap Rate Value Outstanding Net $'s

Retail 0 6.50% 0 0 0

Office 2,164,942 6.50% 33,306,797 10,127,262 23,483,352

Total 33,306,797 10,127,262 23,483,352  
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APPENDIX D: ANALYSIS SCENARIO 2A 

Port Moody Case Study Proforma 
Scenario 2A - 3.0 FSR

Construction Commences

Southern Northern

1.0  CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE GBA (sf) 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

   Southern Mixed Commercial and Residential  (includes parking costs) 0.754098361 138,000 0 138,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Northern Townhouses 0.245901639 45,000 0 0 0 45,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Total - gross building area 183,000 0 138,000 0 45,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Parking Stalls Total parking stalls 306 0 247 0 59 0.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

Residential Price Escalation 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4%

1.000 1.040 1.082 1.125 1.170 1.217 1.265 1.316 1.369 1.423 1.480 1.539 1.601 1.665 1.732

2.0   SALES SCHEDULE

2.1  Sales Schedule Total Units 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

   Residential  Apartments 94 0 0 50 44 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Residential Townhouses 35 0 0 0 0 35 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Cumulative Sales 129 0 0 50 94 129 129 129 129 129 129 129 129 129 129 129

2.2  Sales Revenue Base Price (2011) 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

   Apartment sales price per sq.ft. saleable 450 0 0 20,685,600 18,931,461 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Townhouses sales price per sq.ft. saleable 380 0 0 0 0 18,670,943 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Avg Size Apts and Thse Units 850 1,200 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Less Sales Commissions @ 5.00% 0 0 1,034,280 946,573 933,547 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Total 55,373,604 0 0 19,651,320 17,984,888 17,737,395 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2.3  Net Income from Revenue Producing Uses 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

   Commercial 0 0 392,268 588,402 784,536 784,536 784,536 909,492 909,492 909,492 909,492 909,492 1,054,350 1,054,350 1,054,350

   Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Total 0 0 392,268 588,402 784,536 784,536 784,536 909,492 909,492 909,492 909,492 909,492 1,054,350 1,054,350 1,054,350

2.4  TOTAL REVENUES 66,418,389 0 0 20,043,588 18,573,290 18,521,931 784,536 784,536 909,492 909,492 909,492 909,492 909,492 1,054,350 1,054,350 1,054,350

NPV Total Revenue $44,454,127

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

Annual Cost Escalation 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3%

3.0  PROJECT COSTS Southern Northern

3.1  Servicing Costs 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

   Offsite 0 100,000 0 75,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Pre-Construction Site Preparation 0 75,000 0 75,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Landscaping 0 0 50,000 0 50,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Contingency 5.00% 0 8,750 2,500 7,500 2,500 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Total servicing costs 0 183,750 52,500 157,500 52,500 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

3.2  Building Construction Costs Hard Cost 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

   Parking 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Building Construction 0 24,150,000 0 7,425,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Retail Tenant Improvements 75 0 1,848,750 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Office Tenant Improvements 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Contingency 5.00% 0 1,299,938 0 371,250 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Total 0 27,298,688 0 7,796,250 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
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3.3  Development (soft) Costs 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

   A/E (architects+engineers) 5.00% 0 1,364,934 0 389,813 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Other Consultants 1.00% of bldg const cost 0 272,987 0 77,963 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Development Project Management 2.50% of hard cost 150,000 150,000 150,000 150,000 75,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Legal 1.50% of hard cost 82,000 100,000 100,000 75,000 25,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Finance Fee (% Project Costs) 0.80% of hard cost 0 218,390 0 62,370 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Advertising/Promotion/Show Suite 2.00% of res sales revenue 0 0 196,513 179,849 177,374 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Insurance 0.50 25,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 25,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   New Home Warranty, Homeowner Protection 2,000 per unit 0 0 100,000 88,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   After Construction Customer Service 1,000 per unit 0 0 50,000 44,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Research and Appraisal 0.5% of hard costs 35,095 35,095 35,095 35,095 35,095 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Survey, accounting 25,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Rezoning 300,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Development Permit Fees 0 14,755 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Building Permit Fees 0 153,936 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Off-site Engineering Inspection 4.00% of offsite servicing 0 4,000 0 3,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

    On-Site Engineering Inspection 2.00% of site prep 0 1,500 0 1,500 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Landscaping Inspection 2.00% of landscaping 0 0 1,000 0 1,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   PM Residential DCC's 4,037.52 0 440,090 0 140,396 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   PM Commercial DCC's (per sq.ft. bld. area) 1.091 0 150,530 0 49,086 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Metro Sewer DCC-commercial 0.811 per sq.ft. 0 23,519 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Metro Sewer DCC-residential 1,082 0 117,938 0 37,624 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Post Construction Strata Fee, Utilities 1,500 0 0 0 75,000 66,000 52,500 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Utilities During Construction 7,500 15,000 7,500 15,000 5,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Corporate Overhead 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Property Taxes (blended) 7.24 tax rate 50,699 50,699 50,699 50,699 50,699 50,699 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Miscellanous Development Costs 2.50% % 19,382 82,834 22,270 41,860 14,004 2,580 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Contingency (%development costs) 10.00% % 77,529 331,337 89,081 167,439 56,017 10,320 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Total Development Costs 7,485,600 872,206 3,727,544 1,002,158 1,883,693 630,189 116,099 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

3.4  Total Costs 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

   Costs Before Inflation 872,206 31,209,981 1,054,658 9,837,443 682,689 116,099 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Inflation Adjustment 1.00 1.03 1.06 1.09 1.13 1.16 1.19 1.23 1.27 1.30 1.34 1.38 1.43 1.47 1.51

   Costs After Inflation 36,916,013 45,789,976 872,206 32,146,281 1,118,887 10,749,639 768,372 134,590 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

4.0  CASH FLOW Beginning End of 

4.1  Sources of Cash 2011 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

   Residential strata sales income 0 0 0 19,651,320 17,984,888 17,737,395 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Commercial retail income 0 0 0 392,268 588,402 784,536 784,536 784,536 909,492 909,492 909,492 909,492 909,492 1,054,350 1,054,350 1,054,350

   Receipt of take-out financing 0 0 0 0 7,714,613 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Disposition of Income Producing Properties @ 2025 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10,491,892

   Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Equity - Land @ 100% 7,000,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Equity - Construction @ 30.00% 0 898,372 12,838,621 0 0 237,427 41,588 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Total 13,736,993 7,000,000 898,372 12,838,621 20,043,588 26,287,903 18,759,358 826,124 784,536 909,492 909,492 909,492 909,492 909,492 1,054,350 1,054,350 11,546,242

     required equity on construction 

Beginning End of 

4.2  Project Costs psf GBA 2011 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

     Land acquisition cost 113.82 7,000,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

     Plus Provincial Transfer Tax 140,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

     Plus other closing costs 100,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

     Density Bonus 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

     Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

     Construction and development costs 0 872,206 32,146,281 1,118,887 10,749,639 768,372 134,590 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

     Contingency @ 3.00% 0 26,166 964,388 33,567 322,489 23,051 4,038 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Total 7,240,000 898,372 33,110,669 1,152,453 11,072,128 791,424 138,628 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
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4.3  Land and Construction Financing Interest Rate 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00

   Opening Balance 0 0 0 20,272,049 1,380,914 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Plus additional 0 0 20,272,049 1,152,453 11,072,128 791,424 138,628 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Less Payments 0 0 0 20,043,588 12,453,043 791,424 138,628 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Equals Closing Balance 0 0 20,272,049 1,380,914 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Net Interest Costs 0 0 608,161 1,250,897 415,019 23,743 4,159 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

4.4  Mortgage Payments 0 0 0 603,489 603,489 603,489 603,489 603,489 603,489 603,489 603,489 603,489 603,489 603,489 603,489 603,489

4.5  Cash Flow

   Annual Cash Flow -7,000,000 -898,372 -13,446,782 -1,854,385 12,816,353 16,865,849 -3,329 181,047 306,003 306,003 306,003 306,003 306,003 450,861 450,861 10,942,753

   Cumulative Cash Flow -7,000,000 -7,898,372 -21,345,154 -23,199,540 -10,383,187 6,482,662 6,479,333 6,660,380 6,966,383 7,272,386 7,578,388 7,884,391 8,190,394 8,641,255 9,092,117 20,034,870

   Developer's Equity Investment 7,000,000 898,372 13,446,782 1,854,385 0 0 3,329 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Developer's Cash Flow 0 0 0 0 12,816,353 16,865,849 0 181,047 306,003 306,003 306,003 306,003 306,003 450,861 450,861 10,942,753

5.0  PROJECT VIABILITY, DCF, UNLEVERAGED

Beginning of End of 

5.1  Cash Flow Basis 2011 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

   Strata sales, commercial  and residential income plus disposition @ 2025 0 0 0 20,043,588 18,573,290 18,521,931 784,536 784,536 909,492 909,492 909,492 909,492 909,492 1,054,350 1,054,350 16,626,291

   All Costs 7,240,000 898,372 33,110,669 1,152,453 11,072,128 791,424 138,628 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Net Cash Flow -7,240,000 -898,372 -33,110,669 18,891,134 7,501,161 17,730,507 645,907 784,536 909,492 909,492 909,492 909,492 909,492 1,054,350 1,054,350 16,626,291

Disc. Rate

5.2   Net Present Value 9% 3,465,724

5.3   Simple Internal Rate of Return 11.56%

5.4   NPV/PV Cost

             NPV 3,465,724

             PV cost 9% 36,916,013

            NPV/PV Cost 9.39%

6.0  PROJECT VIABILITY,  DCF, LEVERAGED

Beginning of End of 

6.1 Cash Flow 2011 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

   Cash Throw Off 0 0 0 0 12,816,353 16,865,849 0 181,047 306,003 306,003 306,003 306,003 306,003 450,861 450,861 10,942,753

   Equity Investment 23,202,868 7,000,000 898,372 13,446,782 1,854,385 0 0 3,329 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Net Cash Flow -7,000,000 -898,372 -13,446,782 -1,854,385 12,816,353 16,865,849 -3,329 181,047 306,003 306,003 306,003 306,003 306,003 450,861 450,861 10,942,753

   Cumulative Cash Flow -7,000,000 -7,898,372 -21,345,154 -23,199,540 -10,383,187 6,482,662 6,479,333 6,660,380 6,966,383 7,272,386 7,578,388 7,884,391 8,190,394 8,641,255 9,092,117 20,034,870

Disc. Rate

6.2   Net Present Value 15% -1,521,033

6.3   Simple Internal Rate of Return 12.82%
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 7.0 Undiscounted Profit on Cost and Profit on Equity

Profit on Cost Profit on Equity Investment

   Residential Sales Revenue 55,373,604

   Commercial Capitalized Value 12,069,778 Costs % Equity Equity

   Total Value 67,443,381 Land 7,140,000 100.00% 7,140,000

Construction 48,091,954 30.00% 14,427,586

   Project Costs 55,231,954 21,567,586

   Land value 7,140,000

   Hard and Soft Costs 45,789,976 Profit to Equity $'s 12,211,427

   Interest 2,301,978 Profit to Equity % 56.62%

   Total Costs (including interest) 55,231,954

   Profit $'s 12,211,427

   Profit % of cost 22.11%

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

1.0000 1.0300 1.0609 1.0927 1.1255 1.1593 1.1941 1.2299 1.2668 1.3048 1.3439 1.3842 1.4258 1.4685 1.5126

Leased 3.00%

8.0  Net Income - Commercial Office and Retail Sq.Ft. Base Rent SF Base NOI 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

Southern Retail 24,650 30.00 739,500 0 0 392,268 588,402 784,536 784,536 784,536 909,492 909,492 909,492 909,492 909,492 1,054,350 1,054,350 1,054,350

Southern Office 0 20.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total annual income 0 0 392,268 588,402 784,536 784,536 784,536 909,492 909,492 909,492 909,492 909,492 1,054,350 1,054,350 1,054,350

9.0  Take Out Mortgage Financing Assumptions

9.1  Underwriting Criteria

          Debt Service Coverage Ratio 1.30

          Stated Annual Interest Rate 6.00 % 0.494

          Amortization Period 25 years 5.926

          Mortgage Constant 7.82

9.2  Take out financing and mortgage payments Take Out Annual

Mortgage Principal NOI Supported Mtg. Payment

Retail 784,536 7,714,613 603,489

Office 0 0 0

7,714,613

Annual Mortgage Payments 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

Retail 0 0 603,489 603,489 603,489 603,489 603,489 603,489 603,489 603,489 603,489 603,489 603,489 603,489 603,489

Office 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 603,489 603,489 603,489 603,489 603,489 603,489 603,489 603,489 603,489 603,489 603,489 603,489 603,489

Mortgage

9.3  Disposition of Commercial Space Gross Income Cap Rate Value Outstanding Net $'s

Retail 1,054,350 6.50% 15,571,941 5,080,049 10,491,892

Office 0 6.50% 0 0 0

Total 15,571,941 5,080,049 10,491,892  
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APPENDIX E: Office Building Classifications  

Office space is divided into three broad categories: Class A, Class B and Class C.  They are primarily 

differentiated based on quoted rents, building systems and services, tenant and building finish and 

location.  Buildings must exhibit more than one of the characteristics but need not exhibit all of the 

characteristics to be considered under a specific classification.   

The matrix below, adopted from the National Association of Industrial and Office Properties (NAIOP) 

Research Foundation’s 2005 Terms and Definitions guide, illustrates the main considerations for 

determining classification of office buildings as either A, B or C.  

The final designation of an office building as A, B or C is always relative to the local market or sub-

market.   

In addition to the variables listed in the matrix, other characteristics worthy of consideration include: 

building age, amenities, parking, construction material, and architecture.  

Office Building Classifications

Class A Class B Class C

Rents Asking gross rents are 

based on a specified range 

between the top 30-40% of 

the office rents in the 

marketplace

Asking gross rents are 

based on a specific range 

between teh Asking Gross 

Rents for Class A and Class 

C space.

Askign gross rents are 

based on a specified range 

between the bottom 10-20 

percent of the office rents 

marketplace.

Location Excellent, well located. Average to good location. Less desirable location.  

Depend chiefly on lower 

price to attract tenants.

Building Systems Mechanical, elevator, HVAC 

and util ity systems have 

capacities to deliver 

services that meet both 

current tenant requirements 

and anticipated future 

tenant needs.

Mechanical, elevator, HVAC, 

and util ity systems have 

adequate capacities to 

deliver services currently 

required by the tenants.

The mechanical, elevator, 

HVAC and util ity systems 

have capacities that may 

not meet current tenant 

needs.

Building Finish High quality design and 

materials.  Buidlings must 

continue to remain 

competitive with new 

construction.

Average to good quality 

design and materials. 

Dated appearance. 

Tenant Finish Efficient layouts, best 

quality trim and interior 

finish.

Good to fair quality trim 

and interior finish.

Functional, no fril ls tenant 

improvements.

Building Services Above average 

maintenance, management 

and upkeep.

Average to good 

maintenance, management 

and upkeep.

Below average 

maintenance, management 

and upkeep.

NAIOP, 2005.  
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APPENDIX F: List of Acronyms  

BIA: Business Improvement Association 

BOMA: Building Owners and Managers Association International 

CAC: Community Amenity Contribution 

CBD: Central Business District 

CCPA: Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives 

CD: Comprehensive Development 

CEPCO: Chilliwack Economic Partners Corporation 

CMHC: Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation 

CNU: Congress for New Urbanism 

DCC: Development Cost Charge 

DCF: Discounted Cash Flow 

DSCR: Debt Service Coverage Ratio 

FSR: Floor Space Ratio 

GVRD: Greater Vancouver Regional District  

ICSC: International Council of Shopping Centres 

i: Interest Rate 

IRR: Internal Rate of Return 

LEED: Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design 

MC: Mortgage Constant 

n: Amortization Period  

NAIOP: National Association of Industrial and Office Properties  

NMHC: National Multi Housing Council 

NPV: Net Present Value 

OCP: Official Community Plan  

PDI: Personal Disposable Income 

PoC: Profit on Cost 

PoE: Profit on Equity 

RGS: Regional Growth Strategy 

SCDC: Surrey City Development Corporation 

SFU: Simon Fraser University  

TOD: Transit Oriented Development 

ULI: Urban Land Institute  

UPA: Units per acre 
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